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THE LEN WATER-MILLS
By R. J. SPAIN

INTRODUCTION
This study is but a sum total of existing knowledge available at the
time of composition. Nearly all the material involved is culled from
local public and private MS. collections and printed sources. Conse-
quently this history of the Valley Mills is predominantly concerned
with the last four centuries. Nevertheless, this shortcoming is well
balanced by the richness of the period. In  these centuries the total
number of  water-mills reached a  maximum as did the number of
water-mills devoted to fulling and papermaking.

In Arch. Cant., lxxi, Robert Goodsall wrote a most interesting
paper on this same subject entitled Watermills on the River Len'.
Since then a considerable number of documents related to the mills
has been deposited in the Kent Archives Office, the most important
of these being the Leeds Castle Estate muniments. Added to these
accessions are extracts from local history books, descriptions of the
remaining mills and knowledge contributed by various people acquainted
with the mills.

FAIRBOURNE MILL
In the light of our present knowledge i t  seems very likely that

there was a mill at Fairboume when the Domesday Survey was under-
taken. However, in fact, our first reference is dated 1580. I t  is to be
found in a 'Book of Quit Rents of Several Manors in Kent belonging
to Galfridon Mann Esq.' dated 1750.1 The handwritten entries nearly
all date from an original of 1579-80 including the rents for two manors
then existing in Harrietsham, East Farboume and Holmill. Rents for
East Farbourne include:

'One year's rent of a messuage a tenement a Barn a Garden a
Watermill a  Pond or Pool and 4 pieces of  land containing by
estimation 20 acres of land whereof one piece is called Millandes
and one other piece is called Beggershill late of Edward Chamber,
William Chamber and Nicholas Chamber lying and being i n
Harrietsham.'
Beside this account is the rent of nine hens. Further on a few pages

an identical set of  entries for the manor dated the same year are
Kent Archives Office U24 1V123.
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WITH as. MAP REFERENCES

L CHURCH 759 555 I BALLARDS 804 547 21. KEEPERS COTTAGE 831 536
2. LITTLE CHURCH 760555 12. FULLING 812 540 22. THE MILE 834536
a  PADSOLE 764 556 la OLD 820541 23. LE M I L L E 834532
4.CHRIST1ANS 766 557 I4.LE NETHERTOUNE 823534 24. CASTLE 835532
5.TURKEY 772556 15. AB BEY 823531 25. CHEGWORTH 850527
6. POLL 774 553 16. PRIORY 823530 26. HOL ME 860529
7 OTHAM PAPER 787 546 17. PARK 832 542 27 POLLHILL 861 523
8.0THAM CORN 791 546 IS. GROVE 835 545 28. FAIRBOURNE 865 518
9. THE COMB 802552 19. EYHORNE C O R N 835 546 29, ALDINGTON 812 573
10 THURNHAM 802 547 20. HOLLINGBOURNE M A N O R  843 552

FIG. 1.
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written. Without exception all the rents are commuted to money.
For Fairbourne Mill two pence were paid instead of nine hens.

In a list of mills dated 1608 owned by James 12 occurs:
Watermill, Fulborne, demised to Thomas Cakebread £2. 13. 4.'
This may refer to Fairbourne Mill, but some doubt exists. Much of

the royal milling property was disposed of shortly after this list was
made and the mill at Fairbourne may have been included. Certainly
no further evidence of royal ownership is known.

A rent roll of the Manor of Harrietsham 1694 in the possession of
Robert Goodsall mentions the occupier of Fairbourne Mill:

'Edward Hickmut (script damaged) Mills.'
The mill appeared on various maps throughout the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries, with one of the first being of 1728.2
An interesting reference in the Archives to Fairbourne Mill is to

be found in a collection of documents concerning the Manor and
Lordship and Castle of Leeds, variously dated.4 One of these documents,
a deed dated 1768 includes:

.̀ . . and also all that one messuage or tenement with the millhouse
whereon a Water Corn Mill had formerly stood . . . in the parish
of Ulcombe and were heretofore part of the inheritance of Joseph
Hatch long since deceased and now in the occupation of  Thos.
late Lord Culpeper and Thomas Stiles.'
The property mentioned was part of 'Lordship of Farbone alias

West Farbone together with all those two Water Corn Mills under one
roof'. The parties in the transfer were Francis Martin, widow, daughter
of Right Honourable Catherine Lady Fairfax, and the Rev. Denny
Martin of Leeds.

How old was the former corn mill? We have no way of telling. The
existing mill of this period had two pairs of stones. Apparently, even
as late as mid-eighteenth century, to have these under one roof is
noteworthy.

We are very lucky in having detailed information o f  the mil l
during the late eighteenth century in the form of two old mill ledgers.
They were found by Mr. L. V. and Mr. T. V. Clark in 1929 when sorting
the effects of the late Thomas Clark, 1838-1929, miller of Fairbourne
and Corn Merchant. Later the ledgers were donated to Swadelands
Secondary Modem School, Lenham, to form part of the School Museum.
Mr. Turner, the headmaster, very kindly allowed me to examine them
at length.

2 Brit ish Museum, Lansdowne MSS.
3 Goodsall MSS. Survey of the Estates of William Horsmonden Turner by

Alexander Bottle, 1728.
4 KAO U23 T11.
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Early Ledger Later Ledger Approx. %  of whole

'wheat ground'
(i.e. first flour)

'wheat ground' 55

'1114' (middlings)
'2d' (seconds or
secondary flour)

'coarse flour'
'wheat ground and dressed'

'meal'
'11d8' (headers from

the sieve?)

30

'pollard' 'pollard'
'hogcom'

10

'bran' 'bran' 5

Both ledgers have Purchase and Sales sections. The earliest is
dated from 30th September, 1751 to  10th October, 1760 and the
second from 1st January, 1782 to 9th December, 1784. An examination
of both periods show that the mill work was nearly all with wheat,
varying at times from 60 to 95 per cent of the total output by weight.
The throughput of  barley and oats was very similar, in  the early
ledger comprising together perhaps 5 per cent o f  the mill output,
in the latter book nearer 40 per cent—perhaps witness of the growing
practice of milled animal feedstuffs. A negligible amount of peas and
beans were ground also.

All products of the mill were purchased in gallons, pecks, bushels,
sacks or quarters and the amount, buyer and price carefully tabulated,
day after day. No sabbath entries are found. Assuming a working
day of approximately ten hours, the average hourly output was close
to ninety pounds. This from two pairs of stones, one for fine grinding
(wheat) and the other the hog corn or barley stone, is comparable to
modern outputs.

Milling terminology appears to have changed little. The various
stages of refinement and their relative weights as proportions of the
whole wheat output are:

The later ledger shows a distinct increase in the number of refine-
ments and prices available to buyers. Much interesting information
could be gained from the two books, regarding prices, change in demand
throughout the year, distribution of sellers and buyers, etc.; but remains
outside the requirements of this study.

In 18475 and approximately 1855° a  William Hudson was the
miller and farmer a t  Fairbourne Mill. Sometime soon after 1861
Thomas Clark moved in  and was miller for some while. Although

5 S. Bagshaw, History, Gazetteer and Directory of the County of Kent, 1847.
Post Office Directory of the Six Home Counties, approx. 1855-61.
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Kelly's Directory of 1895 shows a Horace Hooke Clarke as miller of
Fairbourne this is not correct for Mr. L. J. Clark informed me that
his grandfather Thomas Clark remained at the mill until his death
in 1929. Much of  the mill machinery was removed in  1908 when
milling ceased, although the water-wheel remained to operate a turbine
that was installed.

The existing mill building is red brick with weatherboard, as so many
were in Kent.

By some good fortune I  was able to talk to a Mr. Gravel who
used to work in the mill many years before the First World War.

Mr. Gravel confirmed that Fairbourne had two stones, one a flour
stone and the other for coarse grinding, though both could not be
used at once. In those days the mill produced only two refinements,
middlings and bran, sometimes taken together b y  customers for
making wholemeal bread. No pollard was produced separately. Nearly
all work was done with 2 -cwt. sacks. The mi l l  operated a t  a l l
hours as the demand dictated as there were no  strict working
periods. They were never at a loss for water-power even in  severe
winters for the wheel could continue working beneath the penstock
shield in the thickest ice.

Mr. Gravel could remember the miller cutting his own stones
razor sharp, fo r  the journeyman millstone-dresser had long since
disappeared. The throughput was approximately a  2 -cwt sack of
grain in about 1 t o  2 hours providing i t  was dry. I f  the grain was
a little damp i t  would slow the stones down and be improperly
ground, so the feed to the stones had to be reduced.

The cogs, he recollected, were of applewood though he could not
remember any of the millwrights who had served the mill.

PoLLHILL MILL
The Domesday Survey includes four mills in Harrietsham. This

suggests the early existence o f  this mil l  although no evidence is
forthcoming until 1668.

Robert Goodsall of Stede Hill has in his possession various docu-
ments of the estate including Stewards' Memoranda which relate in 1669:

.̀ . . that John Ruffen who held of the Mann' One Mess: one Water
Mill two pieces of land and a Lane called Hillyfield and Jacksbrook
and two other pieces call'd Penfield and Mill Dane late the land
of John Watts by the yearly rent of is 8d since the last Court
alien' to Paul Grant gent. who present in Court did his fealty and
suit.'
Reference to Graph CML, Fig. 2, shows that there is evidence of at

least two mills in Harrietsham parish, one fulling and one corn milling.
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Fairbourne, is known to have been a corn mill as was Holme Mill; the
fulling must have taken place at Pollhill. How long it had been a fulling
mill is a guess, possibly a century. I t  probably changed to corn milling
by mid-eighteenth century.

Positive reference to the mill is given by a document dated 1st
October, 1690:7

.̀ .  .  at  Polhill, two pieces of land (and a lane) Hilleifield and
Jacksbrooke and a mill at Polhill, Penfield and Mill Dane.'
In 1690 at the Homage to the Court Baron, the tenant of the mill,

Peter Theobalds, was reported dead. Following him the tenants were
Stephen Weeks, John, his son, George Cronk, John Brazier and Thomas
Martin until 1824. None o f  these names occur i n  the Canterbury
Licences.

In 1725 William Horsmonden Turner became the owner; then his
wife Mrs. Elizabeth Turner, who in 1779 leased the manor of Pollhill
and its mill to Mr. Thomas Knight for 21 years.

Andrews' map of 17698 is in many ways inaccurate, for some mills
we know existed then are not shown. I n  the position of Pollhill is
marked erroneously Fairbourne Mill, and at the position of Fairbourne
is clearly shown a mill-pond but with no name or asterisk representing
a water-wheel.

In 1847 the miller at Tolehill' corn mill was John Bunger.9 By
approximately 1855 the occupiers were William and Thomas Taylor.10
In 1895 Miller Brothers, corn merchants and farmers, were at the
mill and in 1907 and 1913 Mrs. Rhoda Vinson."

Coles Finch, writing in 1933, says:12
'At Pollhill mill, on the Len, I  found the whole structure had
collapsed, the wheel alone remaining. The disappearance of the
mill had exposed to view the oast-house which stood near. By
reason of the difficulties besetting the culture of hops, it was being
converted into a quaint but snug dwelling. Gone were the millpond,
mill and weir.'

HOLME MILL
To the west o f  Harrietsham a small stream called the Synden.

Brook joins the north bank of the Len. This stream passes through a
lake in Park Wood called Home, created in the latter half of the nine-
teenth century. A water-mill called Holme once stood close by.

7 Goodsall MSS. Rent Roll of the Manor of Harrietsham, 1690.
8 Andrews, Drury and Herbert, Survey of Kent (1769), sheet 12.
9 Bagshaw, op. cit., p. 181.

19 Post Office Directory of the Six Home Counties, op. cit., p. 391.
31 Kelly's Directory of Kent (1895, 1907 and 1913).
12 Will iam Coles Finch, Watermills and Windmills (1933), p. 37.
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Referring to the Domesday Survey, we find that there was a total
of four mills in the Harrietsham parish including two in Tereburn'.
One of these was Holme Mill. Wallenberg puts the first reference as
1254 'de Holemiln' or mill in the hollow.13

John Harris writing in 1719 says:14
'Marley and Holme mill . . . did of old belong to the Chaunter or
Precenter of  the Canons o f  the Church o f  St. Paul's, London.
At the Suppression coming to the Crown it was granted by Edward
6th to Sir Edward Wotten.'
The earliest reference we have of the mill is dated 1680 in a list

of quit rents.15 Under the Manor of Holmill:
.̀ . . of a mill called Holmill . . . received of Sir Warham Sentleger

Knight . . . also two gardens lying near the said mill.'
In the possession of Robert Goodsall are two documents which he

believes to be reports drawn up for the information of the Commissioners
charged with the duty of sequestering estates during the Common-
wealth period and dated approximately 1656. Included are the following
references:

The Manor of Harisham and Harbleton:
'A new bricke house, 2 Water Corn Mills and
in the occupation of Will. Boyce at  the yearly
Later a further reference occurs:
'The mill, mil l  house and 3 parcells off  land.
3.0.12 @ yearly rent of I12.0.0.'
The immediately preceding notes are of 'Parke brook and Oxly

Mead'. These names can be seen very close to Holme Mill on Alexander
Bottle's map of 1728.1° Obviously both extracts refer to Holme Mill
although they would appear to be of different dates according to
the rise in rents. One further piece of information gained is that the
mill was a corn mill and had two sets of stones.

No further evidence of the mills working can be found. However,
the following extract from documents in  the possession of  Robert
Goodsall points to its disuse as a water-mill.

An indenture of  27th October, 1703, between Dutton Stede, the
Rt. Hon. Lord Culpeper Baron of  Thursway and John Tymperon
gives a schedule of the Stede estates including the manors of Harriet-
sham and Harbottleton. Much land close to the mill is mentioned
but not the mill. Ownership may have passed to other hands but
more likely it had ceased to operate.

13 J.  K.  Wallenberg, The Place Names of Kent (1934), 212.
14 John Harris, History of Kent (1719), 144.

KAO U24 M23.
16 Goodsall MSS. Survey of Turner's Estates.
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THE LEN WATER-MILLS
A further indenture of 1725 testifies to the buying of the manor

lands, etc., of Edw-yn Stede by William Horsmonden Turner. Included
in the property is:

'16. The messuage called Mil l  house and 3 acres of  pasture in
Harrietsham in the occupation of William Taylor.'
The mill is not mentioned—we can only assume i t  had ceased to

work sometime between 1656 and 1725.
A later map of Holme Mill by Thomas Hogben in 1750 provides the

position of the mill for us.17 The stream is shown divided into two clear
branches surrounding an area called the mill field. A building, probably
the mill house, is shown a little distance from the western branch.
CHEGWORTH MILL

In the Domesday Survey there is written .  . Olecumbe, one mill'.
Ulcombe parish boundary follows the Len for almost a  mile,

encompassing Chegworth Mill, then passes to the south out of the valley
and includes a small tributary of the Beult, where close by the church
and village of  Ulcombe a mill stood. Wallenberg puts the earliest
reference of Chegworth at 1200 and Ulcombe in the tenth century.
Even though the Chegworth site is superior in power and storage
potential the Ulcombe village mill is probably the Domesday mill.

What appears to be the first reference to Chegworth Mill occurs
in the Kent Fines of Edward II:18

'At Westminster, Quinzaine o f  Easter A °  17- Betw. John de
Chaggeworth' and Alianora his wife pits., and William de Mosewelle
dfts., of 1 mess, 1 mill, 62 acr. of mead., and 27 acr. wood, with
appurts in Ulcombe. Right of  William who, for the admission,
grants to John and Alianora and to the heirs of John'.
Seven years later a very similar fine is recorded:19
'At Westminster, Quinzaine o f  Easter A °  17- Betw. John de
Chageworth and Alianora his wife plts., and William de Literyng-
ton and Isabella his wife defts., of  1 mess, 1 mil l ,  66 acr. land,
1 acr. and 1 rood of meadow, 8 acr. pasture, 27 acr. of wood 12d.
rent, and rent of one hen and ten eggs, with appurts, in Ulcombe.
Right of Isabella; for which admission William and Isabella grant
to John and Alianora for their lives, by service of a Rose at the
Nativity of St. John the Baptist. After their deaths to Elizabeth
daughter of said John., and to the heirs of her body; but i f  none,
then after her death to revert to aforesaid William and Isabella
and to the heirs of Isabella, quit to the heirs of John and Alianora
and also to the other heirs of Elizabeth.'
17 KAO 11825 P8.
18 Arch. Cant., v,  13, nos. 358-522, 1317, item 491.18 Ident, v (1883), 15.
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The next piece of evidence in the mill's history is supplied by six

title deeds dated 1657/8.20 A deed dated 10th November, 1657, states
John Pecke as being miller of a'. . . come mill lying at Checkwoode in
Ulcombe . . .'. An  indenture of a year later includes ̀ . . . a messuage
and mil l  commonly called the lower mi l l  a t  Checkwoode . . . late
purchased by Sir Cheney Culpeper o f  Leeds Castle'. The mill had
apparently belonged previously t o  Thomas Hatche and Richard
Austen.

CHEGWORTH M I L L .

FIG. 3.
R.J.S. 66

In Canterbury Marriage Licences appears the name o f  Richard
Austen as bridegroom on 19th March, 1666, fuller o f  Maidstone.21
Another member of the family, Percival Austen, married on 1st June,
1669.22 He was recorded as being a miller of Ulcombe.

Another of the Licences which may apply to Chegworth Mill is
that o f  William Pettit, bridegroom, on 20th June, 1612, noted as
`milner' of Ulcombe.

20 KAO U23 T53.
21 Canterbury Marriage Licences, ill, col. 16.
22 Idem, v, 3, col. 16.
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Two other references are made to Ulcombe in the Register:
Thomas Sylliborne miller. 13th March, 1673.23
John Baker miller. 27th September, 1682.24
One of these probably applies to the other water-mill which no

doubt existed at that date, or, to one of two windmills which sur-
mounted Ulcombe Hill in the past.25

Our next three references refer to the name of the mill only. The
first is a dated estate map 1719 of Broomfield and Langley" which
shows at Chegworth, 'Chequer Mill'; and a further map of Harrietsham
which indicates in one corner the direction to 'Checker Mill'27; finally,
a map of Leeds Castle Estate which shows at Chegworth the name
'The Checker'.28

Another set of Archive documents gives some information on the
mill during the latter half of the eighteenth century."

The earliest deed of the collection, dated 1745, refers to Chegworth
as Tendmill'. The parties concerned were:

'John Feverstour the Elder. . . miller (Ulcombe) and Elizabeth
his wife of the first part; and Richard Tilbe . .
In the Ulcombe Assessments and Churchwardens' Accounts i n

Maidstone Museum, the name of  John Feverstone occurs between
14th September, 1702 and 1745. No property is mentioned in the lists,
nor could it be determined who took Feverstone's place in the 1749
Assessment list.

A lease dated 1766 from Richard Tilbe to a Mr. Soull mentions
Teverstone the older, miller'.

In 1792 Mr. Richard Tithe re-leased Chegworth Mill to Mr. Thomas
Willett. Willett later mortgaged Chegworth M i l  ̀ . .  otherwise Pend
Mill' to a Mr. Thomas Knight in 1800. Apparently the name Pendmill
is an attempt to name the mill separately from the hamlet of Chegworth.

The first edition Ordnance Survey o f  1801 shows `Checqworth
Mills'—the oddest derivation of its true name.

From 1847 until 1934 various directories give the following millers
for Ulcombe or Chegworth:

Ulcombe 1 8 4 7  John Taylor.30
1852 G.. Craddock [Ref.: Kelly's Home Counties

Court &  Trades Directory, 1852].
2$ Idem, v, 3.
24 Idem, v, 4, col. 26.
26 Finch, Watermills and Windmills, 138.
20 Estate Map of Broomfield and Langley by jo lm Watts of  Boxley (1719).

KAO U826 P l .
27 Map of Harrietsham by John Holmes (1738). KAO U825 P9.
28 Map of  Leeds Castle Estate by Thomas Hogben (1748). K A O  U825 P7.
"  KAO T603.
:3° Bagshaw, op. cit., 228.
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1854 J. Gilbert W m  &  Thomas Taylor  [Ref.:
Munkton's Directory f o r  Maidstone and
Neighbouring Villages].

1855-61 Mrs. M. Cradduck.
J. Gilbert.
T. Taylor (probably of Chegworth Mill).31

1874 Charles Wicks."
Chegworth 1 8 9 5  Alfred Wicks, miller and baker.

1907 Alfred Wicks.
1930 Potter Fret*. Jas.
1934 Potter Fredk. Jas."

In the year 1933 William Coles Finch visited Chegworth and
wrote:

' I t  was Good Friday, and the mill pond was full to the brim. As I
approached the mi l l  I  heard the familiar thud! thud! o f  the
revolving wheel and the deep rumble of the mill-stones. . .

.̀ . . He (the miller) said he had no English wheat to grind and told
me the reason why. He recalled how that, 70 years ago, when as a
lad he first came to the mill, teams o f  horses were continually
there, chafing, stamping and neighing impatiently, while the music
of their jingling latten bells was sweet to hear, for they were
bringing the English wheat from the adjacent farms to be stored
in the capacious granary at the mill, to be ground into flour as
required . . . He remarked with a sigh, that once the country around
the mill was a vast corn-producing area, but was now hop, fruit
and pasture land.'"
Chegworth Mill is one of the few water-mills still operating in the

south-east of England. I t  is owned by Lady Baillie of Leeds Castle
and the tenant is Mr. Uren.

I  visited the mill one Sunday in November by prior arrangement,
so that I  could have the benefit of Mr. Uren's helpful guidance. The
mill normally only works during the weekdays, but Mr. Uren very
kindly worked the water-wheel during my visit.

Within the small circle of  buildings comprising Chegworth the
Len stream is dammed to form a pond. The overflow or waste passes
through a tunnel under the road while the mill-race flows by  the
mill and encircles some cottages before rejoining the Len further down
the road. The mill building is of brick and ragstone up to the first
floor, then weatherboard above. The part containing the milling

31 Post Office Directory of the Six Home Counties (1855-61).
82 Post Office Directory of the Six Home Counties (1874).
33 Kelly's Directory of Kent (1895, 1907, 1930, 1934 respectively).
34 Finch, Watermills and Windmills, 114.
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machinery is the oldest, probably late seventeenth century, and the
remainder of the building was added at various times.

The modern water-wheel is entirely of cast iron being 8 ft. wide
and 10 ft. diameter, having approximately 44 buckets. On the axle-
bearing base-plate is the name W. Weeks of Maidstone. In the severe
winter of 1961 the water-wheel was actually stopped from working
by a build-up of ice between its side and the mill wall. The waste
tunnel under the road also iced-up and fires had to be lit inside—the
marks are still visible beside the hatch gate.

Entering the mill, one is brought underneath the millstone floor, with
the enclosed cog-pit straight ahead. See Fig. 4. Opening a narrow door,

CHEGWORTH
COQ-PT

FIG. 4.

Mr. Uren showed me the silent pit-wheel with its lignum vitae cogs
engaging the cast-iron waller. Although the dark pit feels very damp the
pit-wheel runs quite dry. Just inside the cog-pit door, on the mill wall
beside the water-wheel, is an old rusted governor probably a relic of
the days when the stones ground flour.
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Immediately above the wailer is the large diameter spur-wheel
running against the three stone nuts just beneath the first floor. Each
nut can be lifted up by screws under the bridge trees operated from
inside the pit. Sometime ago the adjustment on one of  the stone
shafts ran out at an inconvenient moment so a threepenny bit was
placed in the bearing pad to achieve proper grinding!

All the three pairs of stones are well-skirted in frames, of roughly
the same diameter. One pair is of French burrstone and the other two
of Derby Peak. Mr. Uren said that three pairs allowed one to be
dressed while the other two were working and, although he had never
had them all working at once, he doubted whether the speed would be
sufficient for grinding. The stones are now used solely for animal
feeds including kibbled maize, barley, oats and beans. Each stone
can grind or 'crack' about 1 cwt. per hour which is then screened
in a belt-driven `scrier'.35 Ancillary machinery, including the sack
hoist, is driven from the top wooden spur where it engages two small
nuts each on a layshaft.

The penstock is not watertight when closed and every five minutes
or so the wheel jerks into movement and motivates the cogs and belts
inside.

Mr. Uren opened a hatch to view the wheel, then raised the pen-
stock by chain tackle running into the mill—the original means of
operation having apparently disappeared. After a  slight delay the
wheel suddenly jerked into movement and slowly gained momentum.
My attention was again focused on the inside of the mill where the
shafts and cogs clattered round with belts flapping and whirring.

Before going outside again I  climbed to the loft and looked at the
well-worn grain bins aligned either side of the roof apex. There was
once a bakery attached to the mill, in use until just before the turn
of the century. The bakery has been modified by Mr. Uren into a
farrowing house. Next door to the old bakery was the wood store for
the faggot-fed oven.

After my tour Mr. Uren spoke of the decreasing demand for stone-
ground feed. His trade has gradually diminished and he now only
serves local people.

CASTLE MILL
Included in the Domesday Survey is one mill in 'Brunfelle', i.e.

Broomfield parish. The only suitable mill site is close by the Outer Barbi-
can of Leeds Castle. The Castle Mill remains which we now see were

35 Joseph Wright (1900), English Dialect Dictionary Scry., Ken., Sur., Sux.
A large standing sieve used for sifting corn, coal, etc. Kent—A large standing
sieve, against which, when i t  is set up at an angle on the barn floor, the corn is
thrown with a scubbit to cleanse and sift it.
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built in the early thirteenth century and are in fact in Leeds parish.
I t  seems probable that the Broomfield mill was replaced by the Castle
Mill on the new site just within Leeds parish boundary. Graph CML
shows no mill in Broomfield between 1590-1700 and no other evidence
has been found of a mill in this parish.

One other explanation may be that the parish boundary has been
moved unintentionally or otherwise in the past, or may have been mis-
interpreted, for no boundary stone appears on modern maps near the
Castle Mill. However, Kilburne writing in 1659 says of Leeds:

'In this parish is part of a castle (viz. the Outmost Gates, and the
old mill). But the rest of the same is in Broomfield.'36 The words
'old mill' indicate possible disuse.
The Castle Mill was built into the Outer Barbican of Leeds Castle.

Nothing remains except the massive crumbling walls, for the floors
and roof have all gone leaving only broken masonry in the watercourse
below. See Fig. 5.

The water was led from the moat via a small penstock in a low-
wall, through a tunnel ,beneath the ground floor of the Barbican to
the wheel. An examination of the tunnel floor shows no trace of wear

MASONRY CAVITIES

FLOOR LEVEL

\N.

SECTION

BARBICAN WALL

IWATERWHEEL 1 ) - 1

PLAN,

LEEDS CASTLE M I L L
FIG. 5.

36 R. Kilburne, A Topographic and Survey of Kent (1659), 164.
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as one would expect after centuries of being subjected to running water.
This may be an indication that the water was delivered by an inclined
wooden trough, probably caulked, to the wheel apron, thus producing
a greater head of water. A second explanation is that the floor may have
been renewed at a later date, as suggested by C. W. Martin.37 No matter,
a wooden chute must surely have been adopted in time, for operation
of the sluice boards in the end of the tunnel warranted the use of a dry
walkway of some kind to keep the operator from the water, further-
more, the existing sluice gate width is far less than the width of the
lower and narrower end of the tunnel, which suggests a channel or
trough to maintain control and gain efficiency. Needless to say, this
may have been supplied by an earlier floor, and perhaps the moat level
was lower than it is now.

Whatever the method employed, the wheel diameter must have
been close to 10 ft., 11 at the most, a figure supported by the height of
the masonry cavities used by the first-floor timbers. The width of the
wheel can only be guessed. The tunnel entrance is 6 ft. wide so, to
allow comfortable entry the wheel and water channel could not have
been over 4 ft., probably nearer 3 ft. in width. The wheel was a breast
wheel—the height of application being in question. Most of the Len's
water now passes through a sluice some 75 ft. away from the mill but
how long this has been employed is difficult to say.

At the bottom of the watercourse in the wheel pit are the remains
of two Derby Peak millstones. Although they are in many pieces
they are obviously a pair. The upper stone has an eye diameter of
12 in. and a tyne displacement of 17 in. length, approximately 2 i  in.
wide and i n .  deep. The thickness of the stone at the eye is 5 i  in.
and 5 in. at the skirt. The bed stone has a 10-in, square eye but no
trace of the eye-box remains. Thickness at the skirt is 4 in. Both
stones are approximately 4 ft. diameter and have feathered grinding
surfaces. All the grooves are straight and there appear to be 11 or 12
segments—very shallow and well worn. The runner revolved clock-
wise as viewed from above. By their design the stones appear to be
not older than early nineteenth century manufacture. This raises
the question to which mill did they belong? They must surely have
come from near by. Perhaps they were intended for Chegworth or
Abbey Mills, both corn, mills, and in  the later part of  their lives
appended to Leeds Castle Estate.

MuLn'
The first evidence of this water-mill is to be found in the Patent

Rolls38 translated thus:
37 C. W.  Martin, The History and Description of Leeds Castle, Kent (1869), 9.
38 Calendar of The Chancery Patent Rolls, 46 Edward I I I ,  m18.
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For John de Beverley.
The King to whom, etc., greeting. Know ye that, whereas on the
seventh day of  March in the forty-first year o f  our reign over
England (A.D. 1368) by our letters patent we granted and to farm
demised for us and our heirs to our well beloved Thomas Burgeys,
of Smarden co. Kent, one fulling mill with the appurtenances,
which the same Thomas built on the water issuing from our out-
pool next our Castle of Leeds, and three acres of land with the
appurtenances in our manor of Leeds, through the midst of which
the said water runs, to have and to hold (etc.) rendering for the
same thirty-three shillings and four pence by the year at the feasts
of Easter and St. Michael in equal portions . . . In witness whereof

Witness the King at Westminster on the 26th day of
October. By writ of Privy Seal.

A Calendar of the Fine Rolls provides the next evidence:39
Commitment. . . to Thomas Bourghchier the yngr, Knight by

mainprise of John Belle of Guildford co. Surrey ̀ yoman.' and William
Younge of Southwark co. Surrey, `yoman' of  the keeping of the
manor and lordship of Ledes co. Kent. . . with a certain parcel of
land, four pieces of demesne land there, two of which are called Le
Tweyne Litell Westcourfeldes and the other two Le Gretecourtfeldes
. . . and a watermill nr. the gate of the King's Castle of Ledes . .
to hold to the said Thomas and his arraigns from Michaelmas
last for 20 years at a yearly farm of twenty seven pounds thirteen
shillings and four pence.
The site of this fulling mill is shown clearly on two estate maps of

Leeds Castle. The earliest map" of 1649, shows Leeds Castle and the
surrounding park. See Fig. 6. 'Le Mille', as it is marked on the map, is
-positioned about 200 ft. from the Outer Barbican mill on the north bank
of the watercourse issuing from the Barbican. No waterways are shown
running to the mill on this map. However, in the later map of 174841-
a watercourse and mill-pond appear, fed from the western bank of
the Castle moat. Ignoring the fact that no buildings are shown on the
map, only waterways, it is probable that the mill had ceased to operate
by 1748. I f ,  as graph CML indicates, i t  was fulling t i l l  the 1660s i t
is understandable that by mid-eighteenth century i t  had ceased, for
the Kent cloth industry had all but disappeared by that date. Even
if it had been converted to corn milling before 1700, and graph CML
cannot show otherwise, no  other evidence can be found o f  i ts
eighteenth-century existence.

39 Calendar of The Fine Rolls, v22 (1485-1509). Henry VI I ,  31 (1486), 66.
49 KAO U825 P6.
41 KAO U825 P7, op. cit.
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c )  L E  FARME

IN WILLM. CREPINGS O C C U P.

LEEDS CASTLE 8  LANDS I N  THE POSSESSION

OF SIR CHENY CULPEPER KNIGHT

1649
FIG. 6.

The height o f  the waterfall must have provided for at  least a
breast wheel—perhaps even an overshot, but no trace of  this mill
remains. A walk in the gardens in this area requires imagination to
position the mill-pond. A tennis court must closely mark the pond.
The embankments containing the mi l l -pond have been long ago
removed to improve the landscape, as was the mill-race, now covered
by the well-tended golf course.
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'THE MILLE'
A walk along a footpath leading from the Maidstone-Ashford Road

towards the fishponds of Leeds Castle brings one to the site of this
mill. A  waterfall from one fishpond to a lower wildfowl sanctuary
marks where the mill must have stood. The water falls in a series of
cascades totalling 10 ft. high, just enough to warrant an overshot
wheel i f  not a large breast wheel. Al l  remains of the mill have long
since vanished and the site is now covered by grass with a wide wooden
footbridge over the shallow concrete watercourse. Some 300 ft. to
the west of the fall is a watercourse which continues parallel with the
main stream for some distance. This was probably employed as the
waste, for remains of hatch gates are still in its grassy banks.

A map of Leeds Castle dated 164941-a shows 'The Mille', as it is called,
with a pond in front. The estate map by Thomas Hogben of 174842 shows
the mill-pond but no buildings appear. This mill, as with the near-by 'Le
mille', probably ceased to work by 1748, but their fate is a mystery.

This mill site is far superior to the next one upstream, built in
1368, which required considerable earthworks and i t  may therefore
date from as early as 1086.

KEEPER'S COTTAGE
Only the physical conditions of the watercourse indicate a possible

mill site beside the Keeper's Cottage. The Len stream, having passed
the various watercourses and fishponds, finally leaves the Castle Park
through this small valley. The stream beside the cottage falls perhaps
4 ft. through two adjacent concrete emplacements each 5 ft. wide.
Just before the fall is an island some 50 ft. in diameter.

On the Thomas Hogben map of 1748 a building is shown on the
island though no indication of a mill is given.43

This man-made dam and the sheet of water behind i t  may have
been a planned part of the landscape improvement, even though on
the Hogben map the Castle grounds were dominated by  the two
previously mentioned mill-ponds, and the fishponds as we now know
them had not yet appeared. If a water-mill was ever here, it was probably
not one of the five mentioned in Domesday and, further, it disappeared
in the late Middle Ages.

HOLLINGBOURNE MANOR MILL
The Manor Mill is the first mill site on the small stream called

Snagbrook, running from the bottom of the scarp slope of the Downs
that overlooks the hamlet of Upper Hollingbourne.

414' KAO U825 P6.
KAO U825 P7.

43 Idem.
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Our first reference of this mill may well be A.D. 98044 when King
Edelstane gave Holyngbourne to Christ Church in Canterbury which
retained ownership for nearly a millenium. Some watermills no doubt
existed in this area—most likely at the head of the stream where
many springs conglomerate before tumbling to the valley below.

The Domesday Survey virtually provides proof o f  the mill 's
existence for in the northern part of the valley (the Manor of lolling-
bourne) were two mills, with the southern part of the valley (covered
by the Manor of  Alnoitone, or as i t  is now, Elnothington) having
two and a half mills.

The first documentary evidence of Manor Mill is supplied by a
document in Kent Archives dated 1591.45 I t  reads:

'Between the Dean and Chapter o f  the Cathedral and Metro-
political Church of Christ Canterbury of the one part and William
Huxeley o f  Hollingbome .  All t ha t  . . . Water Myl l  (and) a
house adioyninge to the same myll together with the myll dam
(there) lyenge and beinge in Hol l ingborn nowe in the occu-
pation of the said William or his assignes.'
Sometime after 1727, by order of the Court of Chancery, an inheri-

tance within the Culpeper family was directed to secure two leasehold
properties then held of the Dean and Chapter of  Canterbury. One
was the site and demesnes of the Manor o f  Hollingboume and the
other the mill, mill-house and dam."

The Culpepers conveyed the two leases in 1762 to Francis Child a
London banker. Various documents in the KAO attest this transfer
of the mil l  to the Child family including an indenture dated 1st
December in the third year of George III's reign, i.e. 1763, between the
Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral and Metropolitan Church of Christ
Canterbury and Francis Child. The lease was for 21 years, the normal
term. Mention was made of a previous lease to Robert Fairfax bearing
the date of 1759.

In Maidstone Museum there is a map dated 1718 showing clearly the
Manor mill and pond, the area of which is noted as 1A 2R 16P in extent.47

A map of Hollingbourne surveyed by J. Gouge of Sittingbourne
in 1825 also shows the mill and pond.48 The pond area given is lA 1R
1P. In 1839 the lessee was the Earl of Jersey.

Bagshaw, writing in 1847, says,49 'and in the parish (Hollingbomme)
is a paper manufactory with one for pasteboard. . . with three corn

"  Beale Poste, History of The College of Al l  Saints, Maidstone (1897).
45 U47/11 T273.
48 KAO U825 T14.
47 Map of Snagbrooks and Olaypits (1718).
48 KAO 11825 Pl .
48 Bagshaw, op. cit., 184.
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mills'. One of those three mills was Manor. There seems little doubt
that it had been a corn-mill all its life.

A conveyance dated 6th August, 1868, from the Ecclesiastical
Commissioners for England and Others to The Honorable Frederick
William Child Villiers and Charles Fane, Esq., includes a  map of
Hollingbourne showing the mill and pond, area 3R 13P, and specifies
'a water corn mill'.50 So it is interesting to note the gradual depletion of
the mill pond from 1718, when its area was 70,000 sq. ft. to 1868 when,
it was 36,500 sq. ft., nearly one half of its original size.

I  am informed by Mr. L. J. Clark of Lenham that one of his family,
John Clark (1832-73), was miller at the Manor sometime during his
life.

Various Kelly's Directories show that Frederick Marshall of Upper
Street, Hollingbourne, was working the mill between 1907 and 1922.
Apparently by 1930 the mill had ceased working for no mention is
made in Kelly's Directory of that year. Coles Finch says that the mill
was derelict in 1933.51

Manor Mill is of red brick with a tiled roof sited close beneath the
south end of the pond and butted against a cottage in the small valley
at the head of the Snagbrook. Although the cottage is inhabited the
mill is in complete ruin, all but a few of the small windows are broken
and in many places mortar has crumbled from the brickwork. Close by
the mill are some moss covered steps to the brim of the pond above.
No fish grille is in place at the lip of the trough and as I  watched
billows of weed surged over a submerged tie bar and passed by towards
the wheel. To my surprise covering the trough was an old millstone
worn thin to about 21 in. Although the eye had been filled with cement,
apparently to afford a safe walk way, it looked like a bedstone. Its low
weight could scarcely have given good service as a runner.

The water-wheel was still in place though it has long stopped turning.
Above the apron the wooden chute still supports an old rusted penstock
spindle with two small spur gears, but the gate had disappeared,
allowing the cold clear water to tumble unchecked over the narrow
buckets. The arms and the shields were completely festooned with
water weeds as a result of some three decades of inactivity and the
absence of a penstock grille. Accessibility for measuring was difficult
so at a guess the wheel was 3 ft. wide and some 10 ft. in diameter.

Little remains inside, although a search amid the lumber on the
dark stone floor did produce a small cast-iron box with open top
and set screws in each wall which sat atop the bridge tree and was
used for brigging the spindle.

Water was gaining entry through the cracked pit wall and via the
5° KAO 1.1.285 T16.
tu Finch, Watermills and Windmills.
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small barrel vault through which the decayed remains of the wooden
wheel shaft protruded. All main gearing had gone and the pit was filled
with rubble acting as a soakaway for the water.

One solitary bedstone 41 in. diameter of French burr rested on the
ground floor. Upstairs a half section of a dressing sieve lay on the floor
and over against the end wall leant two new runner stones! They were
identical wheat stones of French burr, each with the name of 'Hughes
Dover and London' on four rim plates and an eye plate around the
ornate cast iron rinds. Their diameter was 49 in. and thickness 11 in.

Above the p i t  wheel was a small horizontal layshaft with pul-
leys to drive the ancillary machinery. A t  i ts end nearest the p i t
was a cast iron bevel gear which was formerly engaged by the large
wooden spur that sat atop the main vertical drive shaft. The spur
must have been close to 30 in. in diameter for the bearing base plate
is still bolted to a beam above.

A climb above revealed an empty loft, the bins all gone.

EYHORNE CORN MILL
This mil l  is probably very old being conveniently set in  mid-

village. Graph CML is rather short of references for this parish but
then it is only an indication of mill distribution. I t  is quite probable
that a corn mill operated here for centuries.

The 1790 Poll for Kent gives Edward Laws as owner of a mill in
Hollingbourne, probably this mill.

The Tithe Assessment Schedule of 1839 states that the owner was
then James Bunyard and the occupier, John Symmonds. I t  was
classified as a corn mill. Bagshaw's Directory gives his name again.52

In 1855 the miller may have been John Adley.53 Various directories
name many millers operating in Hollingbourne during the last half of
the nineteenth century. I t  is not clear which of them worked Eyhorne
corn mill.

Sometime during the last quarter of the nineteenth century the
mill became abandoned for the 1898 0.S. map shows the corn mill as
being disused.

The mill stood immediately south of Eyhorne Street. I t  was fed
by a pond from the other side of the road. The remains of the min—
a small waterfall, some 6 or 7 ft. drop and 5 ft. wide—can be seen from
the village street. Nothing else is left.

GROVE MILL AND PARK MILL
Due to a lack of evidence for these mills and a number of combined

references it is convenient to write of them together. Both these mill
52 Bagshaw, op. cit., 187.
53 Post Office Directory (1855), op. cit., 397.
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sites are on the Snagbrook; Grove Mill was immediately south of
Eyhorne corn mill in a short steep-sided valley and Park Mill is now
marked by a waterfall which can be seen from the Maidstone-Ashford
road.

From the evidence we have, both these mills were probably built
on new sites in the eighteenth century. The Domesday Book includes
two mills for Hollingbourne, most probably Manor and Eyhorne Mills.

Dr. Alfred H. Shorter gives several insurance policy references
for papermakers and two mills, other than Old Mill, in Hollingbourne.64
In 1762 James Austen o f  Chatham insured his newly-built paper
mill in this parish.° Two years later i t  was in the tenure of William
Avery.° H e  remained there certainly unt i l  1769, possibly t i l l
1775 when Robert Williams, papermaker, insured the utensils and
stock in trade." Apparently Williams had been in the parish for some
years for he insured a house in Eyhorne Street in 1764 in which he,
the tenant, was stated as being a  papermaker.° He  continued at
this mill certainly until 1801 when a watermark R. WILLIAMS was
produced.° Robert Williams died in 1803.6°

All this evidence apparently relates to one paper mill built mid-
century, perhaps Park Mill.

The evidence alluding to the other mill is of later date. Thomas
Stroud, papermaker, took an apprentice called Robert Peters in
1800.61 In 1803 a firm called Stroud and Newman were at `Cotterams
Mill'.62 As Dr. Shorter points out, a house called Cotuams is beside
Eyhorne Street. This suggests that Grove Mill may have been called
`Cotterams Mill'. In  1807 Stroud was registered as a papermaker at
Hollingbourne.° I n  1816 both Thomas Stroud and Daniel Denny
Newman were master papermakers at a mill called New Mill."

In Maidstone Poll Book, 1832, is an Isaac Chaplin, papermaker,
Hollingbourne.

The 1839 Tithe Assessment Schedule states that Grove and Park
Mills were being worked by Edward and Charles Horsenails, paper-
makers. This is the first mention of the two mill names as we now
know them. The owner of Grove was Richard Barnard and Park Mill

64 Dr.  Alfred H. Shorter, Paper Mills and Paper Makers in England, 1495-1900.
SFIP 192741, 28th Sept., 1762.

66 SPIT' 208828 and 208829, 28th April, 1764.
67 SFIP 355.

SFIP 205630, 2nd Jan., 1764.
68 Hewlett, 1,378 Varieties of Paper Marks (1879). I n  the possession o f  the

Technical Section of the British Paper and Board Makers' Association.
60 Kentish Chronicle, 14th Oct., 1803.
61 Maidstone Museum. Clement Taylor Smythe MSS. I .  Apprentices List.
62 Meeting of Master Paper Makers, 19th Sept., 1803. Springfield Mill Papers.
68 Maidstone Poll Book, 1807.
64 Excise General Letter, 8th Oct., 1816.
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was owned by the Horsenails. In Pigot's 1840 Directory under lolling..
bourne papermakers is the name James Barnard, Eyhorn Mill. This
would appear to be Grove Mill.

In 1847 Bagshaw wrote of Hollingbourne:66
. . . and in the parish is a paper manufactory with one for paste-

board . . . with three corn mills.'
On page 186 further information is given:

Clay Wm. millboard mfr.
Hollingworth John Thos. & John ppr. manufacturers.

Page 187: Corn millers—Boucher Thos.
Symmonds John.

Hollingworths were in Old Mill, so the pasteboard manufactory,
which required power for pressing the laminates and paste together,
must have been in Park or Grove. One of them had apparently reverted
to corn milling.

In Maidstone Museum is a specimen of wrapping paper bearing
the following printed inscription:

Park Mill—The New Hollingbourne Mill, Paper Mills Company Ltd.,
Kent.'
As Robert Goodsall points out, limited liability came in 1862 so

paper manufacturing was still being carried out at Park Mill. Grove Mill
was therefore the corn mill and the occupier in 1847 was Thos. Boucher.

Both Andrews' map of  1769,66 Greenwood's o f  1822,67 and the
1801 0.8. omit both these mills.

The Post Office Directory o f  1855 states for  Hollingbourne:68
'here were paper mills, now converted into flour mills. .
And under Grove Mill .  Fremlin, Alfred Reg., miller'. Probably

both had by this date been converted to flour milling.
The 1865 0.5. indicates al l  the Hollingbourne mills including

Grove and Park Mills, both shown as corn mills. In an 1874 Directory
two millers of the parish are named as John Friday and F. Holmden.69

Monkton's Directory 1854 gives under Hollingborne millers, the
name Fremlin Bros., miller & baker.

In Maidstone Museum, there is a rough sketch map of the lolling..
bourne Mills showing, Manor, Eyhorne, Grove, Park, and Mote Hole
Mill which has written on it:

'All remembered as flour mills, i n  1876—two years later, two
became paper mills.'
65 Bagshaw, Directory (1847).
66 Andrews, Survey of Kent.
67 Greenwood, Map of Kent (1822).
68 Post Office Directory (1856). p. 397.
69 Post Office Directory (1874), op. cit., 1772.
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At the bottom of the sketch is written:
'This plan and information given to me at my lecture on 18/2/36
by Mr. Tong.—William H. Tong,

Hollingbourne.'
Kelly's 1882 Directory for Kent, Surrey and Sussex, p. 289 says for

Hollingbourne, 'here are flour and paper mills', and names John
Charles Friday as a miller and the Hollingbourne Paper Co. Limited
(Thomas Wilson Manager) paper manufacturers, Hollingbourne Mills.

I t  seems very likely that these two mills were Park and Grove.
Kelly's Directory of 1895 gives only two millers in the parish, one

for Old Mill and one for Manor Mill. In the 1907, 1913 and 1922 editions
only one miller of Upper Street is given—obviously Manor. On the 1908
0.5. the names of Grove Mill House and Park Mill House are given.

The small valley that contained Grove Mill pond is now only a
stream bed. A concrete cill that once held back the water is now broken
and the mill house has long gone.

At Park Mill site the waterfall that remains is some 7 ft. high and 9 ft.
wide. The wheel was no doubt a breast type, perhaps 12 ft. in diameter.
PRIORY MILL

This site may be clearly seen on an Ordnance Survey covering
Leeds village. I t  is the first mill-pond on the Priory stream. That
this pond was man-made, is clear by its shape, but its original purpose
is doubtful. Although the pond was almost certainly a source of food
to the Priory, as was the old dovecote near by, they would have been
slow to realize its potential had they not attempted some corn milling
soon after its construction.

The Priory was founded in 1119 and gradually collected consider-
able possessions in the form of land, rent, rectories and advowsons of
several local vicarages. I t  escaped the first dissolution but got into a
bad state of debt, for in 1540 pensions were allotted to the Prior and
Canons and the house surrendered.

In 1608 James I  instructed that a special list be made of all the
mills i n  the kingdom then appertaining to  him. The list included
'North Mill (Priory of Leedes)'. Apparently a corn mill. That the word
North was used implies distinction from another, a South Mill at the
site of the first mill-pond.

I t  seems probable that the Priory Mill ceased to work sometime
in the later half of the sixteenth century.

S. C. Lamprey visited the site in 1834 and wrote: 7°
'but nothing exists now, save a few fragments of the walls, and
the stone arch of the waterway of the mill, which belonged to the
establishment'.
70 S. C. Lamprey, Maidstone and Its Environs (1834).
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A visit to  the desolate site now is  hardly rewarding for the
remaining Priory ruins are covered by nettles and briars. The water-
way is traced with difficulty from the mill dam down through the site.
Perhaps a 5-ft. head was gained close to the pond where the mill
undoubtedly stood, for some 20 ft. away the stream is contained in the
old waterway at ground level.

ABBEY MILL
In Kent Archives there are four documents concerning Abbey Mill.71

Another mill is also mentioned in the collection, a fulling mill, however,
this does not concern us at the moment but belongs to another section.

The oldest document, a title deed from Leeds dated 1654 includes:
'a water corn mill, dwelling house and stable and Outhouses and
orchard thereto belonging . . . called Goodders Garden, Phillips
House, Kingsfield .
This property is described as being bounded by:
'Postern field (and land owned by) William Hasynod towards the
east, town street towards the west, town street and the churchyard
towards the north and common lane towards the west and a close
called Bunnyards Croft abutting on Great Perryfield on the north.'

The water corn mill was 'now in the possession of William Gilbert'.
Twice reference to William Gilbert of Leeds, miller, is found in

Canterbury Marriage Licences. I n  the first marriage72 he was the
bridegroom on 19th August, 1616; in the second73 dated 5th April, 1666,
he consented to a marriage. These are the only corn millers in the
Leeds parish to be found in graph CML—probably the only corn mill
in that period.

Abbey Mill must be the mill referred to in a list of mills owned by
James I  in 1608,74 described as 'North Mill (Priory of Leedes)'. As
the Priory was surrendered in 1539, the mill must have been built
prior to that date and controlled by the Priory before it passed to the
Crown. This mill site very likely dates back to the Domesday Survey and
was probably one of the five mills owned by the townsmen of Leeds.

A year after the surrender of the Priory the King demised to Sir
Anthony St. Leger for 21 years, the site of the Priory with all houses,
mills, etc., within the precincts comprising 323 acres. The St. Leger
family continued their lease until 1573 when it passed to the Norden
family, then to William Covert and his son of the same name until, in
1609, it was sold by the Crown to Sir William Meredith in whose family

71 KAOU274 T89.
72 Canterbury Marriage Licences, i, col. 170.
72 Idem, iii, 297.
74 Lansdowne MSS., op. cit.
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it remained until the eighteenth century. Included in the estate was one
mill, which although not specified was probably Abbey Mill.

An indenture dated 17897" concerning a John Calcroft and Thos.
William states:

'And all that water corn mill, stable, outhouses and orchards and
four parcels of land 12 acres and called Goodens Garden Kingsfield
. . . formerly in the possession of Thomas Crisp.'
For the last century of its working life all the millers have been

of the Blinkhorn family as various references tell us:
1847 George Blinkhorn.75
1855 George Blinkhorn.7°
1874 George Blinkhorn, miller, farmer and hop grower.77
1895-1922 Alfred Blinkhorn.78
William Coles Finch visited Abbey Mill soon after i t  ceased to

work.79 He wrote:
'The old half-timbered mill-house with its tottering roof is a feature
. . . today the mill is idle, the miller too old and ill to tend it longer.'
Midway between Leeds village street and the old Abbey site are

the remains of the mill. The mill-pond, completely encircled by trees,
has a stagnant appearance. Its water is carried by a concrete channel
to the apron and the covered overshot water-wheel, 16 ft. 8 in. diameter
and 3 ft. 4 in. wide with eight radial cast-iron spokes. Metal is used
entirely throughout the wheel. Beside the axle bearing is the name of
the millwright, common in the valley, W. Weeks & Sons of Maidstone.

Of the mill, only the ground floor remains, the upper one and loft
having been removed. The miller's house next door is divided from the
machinery by a recently-built brick wall. The cast-iron p i t -wheel,
immediately inside the curtain wall, is 8 ft. 6 in. diameter with wooden
cogs. Two horizontal wooden shafts, one each side of the pit-wheel,
drive the vertical millstone shafts, one to the right-hand side, two on
the left-hand side. Each horizontal shaft is  driven from the pi t -
wheel by a 2-ft. diameter cast-iron gear. The left-hand shaft has a
5-ft. diameter cast-iron wooden-cogged face wheel engaging the single
12-in, diameter stone nut mounted on a 2 i -in. square iron shaft.
On the right-hand shaft each of the two stones are driven by identical
5 ft. 6 in.-diameter face gears. Each is composed of a square cast-iron
yoke bolted to a 12-in, square oak shaft.

7" KAOTT855 T1/4.
76 Bagshaw.
76 Post Office Directory (1855), op. cit.. 409.
77 Post Office Directory (1874), op. cit., 1354, 1772.
78 Kelly's Directories (1895, 1907, 1913 and 1922).
"  Wil l iam Coles Finch, Life in Rural England (1928), 50.
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All the three millstones are in  place, the bedstones flush with
the raised platforms about 4 ft. 6 in. above floor level. They are all
French burrstone, bound with iron hoops. The right-hand stones have
lost their shrouding and feeding mechanisms, etc. One is 40 in. diameter,
the runner 8i in. thick with balancer boxes in the rim. The other pair
are 48 in. diameter, the runner 12 in. thick. Immediately in front of
these two stones are wooden spouts passing through the rim of the
platform into the wooden boxes that held the sacks. The left-hand
stone is complete with feeding mechanisms, shoe, spinner, etc., and is
virtually shrouded from view, although probably 4 ft. in  diameter.
This millstone's completeness indicates that i t  was the last one used
some 40 years ago.

Tentering of all stones was brought about by the raising of the
bridge trees at the front end by a wooden cross pivot controlled by a
coarse metal screw. Just inside the pit-wheel is a narrow friction drum,
against which could be run a similar surface on a wood-faced sack-
hoist drum. The cable ran against a wooden roller, then passed through
a wood collar in the ceiling above to lift the sacks some, 10 ft. away from
the hoist drum. In the loft the grain bins were either side of a centre
gangway before the top floor was removed years ago.

At the back of the milling platform, a confusion of ancient pulleys,
cogwheels, shafts, screens, brushes, etc., may be seen, all  relics o f
busier days.

The lady who showed me the mill, sister of the tenant, said she
thought that the waste products of the milling, the husks, etc., were
dumped a short way from the mill where the earth now is strangely
white. As with most other mills, the place is infested with mice and
when I  visited the site in late spring there was an abundance of young
kittens from the five resident mousers.

LE NETHERTOUNE MILL
The first clue to the possible existence of a mill on this site is the

pond size and shape which may be seen on an Ordnance Survey map
as the third from the source of the Priory stream. Its straight man-
made end with a side exit alludes a mill-pond although no masonry
remains could be found near by. The whole point is now covered with
reeds and its triangular shape is virtually indiscernible. I f  i t  was
ever in  use i t  probably delivered a 4-ft. head of water, possibly 5
if the wheel was 20-30 ft. away, thus indicating a low breast wheel or
undershot wheel.

I t  seems likely that this is the site referred to in the Fine Rolls
of 146680 thus:

80 Calendar of Fine .Rolle, 6 Edward IV,  185, membrane 10, 14th Oct., 1466.
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'Commitment . . . to John Rogger, . . . by mainprise of Wm. Hardes
of Ledys Kent, gentilman, and Richard Stokes of London "gentil-
man" , of the keeping of certain void ground lying in "Le Nethertoune"
in the town of Ledys Co. Kent on which 2 cottages and a fulling mill
(which are now completely in ruins) were sometimes situated, and
a small cottage there, called "Le Hoggestye", with a parcel of the
King's demesne land there, 35 yds long by 12 yds broad. .

By bill of the Treasurer.
Two of  the three town mill sites were apparently controlled by

the Priory up till its surrender in the sixteenth century, so the fulling
mill mentioned was probably on this site. By virtue of its position in
the village of  Leeds this site, assuming i t  was in  use, is probably
very old. That i t  was in ruins by 1466 is surprising as the Wealden
cloth industry was building up in this period to reach a plateau of
production before the last quarter of the fifteenth century. Perhaps its
low head of water finally proved inefficient in comparison with the
more powerful fulling mills in the valley.

OLD MILL
After leaving its meandering course through the Castle grounds the

Len is joined in  rapid succession by three streams, including the
Priory and Hollingboume brooks, at the head of a deep narrow valley.
Between the steep wooded banks is the mill-pond a quarter of a mile
long, shallow and marshy at its eastern end, upstream, which has
long been a sanctuary for wildfowl.

At the mill-dam the water divides into two, forming an island.
The waste—the southern arm—becomes the Hollingbourne-Leeds
parish boundary. Throughout the centuries the mil l-dam with the
farm road on top has been successively built up, until by the turn of
the last century it was providing for the most powerful mill the Len
valley has every seen. The mill was demolished several decades ago
and now all is quiet save for the two watercourses splashing through
the overgrown masonry.

The superiority of this site must surely place i t  in the Domesday
list. Undoubtedly its origin occurs long before our first reference from
a collection of four title deeds.81

The oldest document dated 1654 mentions two mills, one already
dealt with, being Abbey Mill, the other described as:

.̀ .  a fulling mill called Hurst Mil l  alias Boxley Mi l l .  . . (lying
in) . . . four score plus twelve acres in Leeds and Hollingboume'.
The site is described as being bounded by:

81 KAO U274 T89.
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'White Hoths in the North, lands of Wm. Howting in the East;
Wm. Chambers and Lady May in the West; and the mill river
towards the South. . . fulling field is bounded by Pole field towards
the North'. The mill is described as being'.. . now in the occupation
of John Dann and William Dann'.
Several points emerge from this first deed to pin-point the Old

Mill site. Firstly, the lands lie in Leeds and Hollingbourne; secondly,
White Hoth in the north is now called White Heath; and finally the
'mill river towards the south' can only agree with one other Leeds site
which is easily eliminated.

In the Canterbury Marriage Licences a William Dann, fuller of
Leeds was bondsman to a wedding on 12th April 1640.82 It is interesting
to note the 'Pole field' mentioned. Although its position is unknown
it was no doubt the field where the fulled cloths were spread out on
poles and lines to dry, usually close to the mill.

Of the other three documents, one, a close-written indenture of
1723 showed that the owners were Roger Meredith and Hugh Meredith
of Lincolns Inn. I t  included:

. . and also the messuage and tenement whereon formerly stood
a fulling mill called Hurst mill alias Boxley mill . .

Apparently the mill had by then disappeared.
In one of the Whatman sets of deeds83 an Indenture occurs dated

30th July, 1733, between Sir Roger Meredith of Leeds Abbey, Baronet,
and Henry Jorden of Leeds, yeoman, and James Whatman, the elder.
The document relates that Sir Roger demised to James Whatman at
£19 per annum for 60 years:

.̀ . . that piece o f  land lying i n  Hollingbourne . . . and then in
the tenure of Henry Jorden as it was then set, bounded and lieing
between two rivers North and North West of the dwelling house
of Henry Jorden on part of which land an Oast House then stood
and now standeth . . . with free liberty for the said James Whatman
to erect a new Dwelling House and Paper Mill on the said land. . .
and also to erect make and build Bridges Floodgates Bays Penstocks
Sluices and all other proper conveniences for the use and supply
of the said Rivers and Watercourses and the intended Dwelling
House and Paper Mill'.
From 1733 to 1736 the elder Whatman let the northern part to

Richard Harris, from 1739 to 1741 to William Quelch and John Terry,
and from 1741 to John Sanders who became bankrupt in 1748. From
1749 to 1770 Henry French was tenant and thereafter Whatman the
younger, who inherited the freehold in 1759, and occupied i t  until

82 Canterbury Marriage Licences, ii, col. 1038.
83 KAO U829 T34.
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1775. Clement Taylor was the occupant from 1776 to 1791. By 1794
a Mr. Calcraft had acquired the freehold.

The Hollingbourne Land Tax Assessments for 1795 show Balston,
Finch, Hollingworth &  Co., as owners and occupiers, which subse-
quently changed to Messrs. Hollingworth & Co.

The first edition Ordnance Survey 1801 shows 'Paper Mill' on the
site. Pigot's Directory of Kent, 1824, states under Paper Manufacturers—
Hollingworth Finch & Thos., Hollingbourne, Loose, Pole and Turkey
Mills. The Maidstone Poll for 17th September, 1837, includes the name
Stephen Smith, papermaker, Leeds. I t  is not known if he was a master
papermaker or an employee. Bagshaw writing in 1847 also gives the
name of Hollingwortb as paper manufacturers in Hollingbourne.84

Sometime close to 1850 the mill was converted from papermaking to
flour milling. The first series 6-in. Ordnance Survey map of 1865 shows
Corn Mill on the site. The next reference, occurring in the Post Office
Directory85 of 1855-61 gives under Hollingbourne and Leeds the name
William Skinner, miller. This must be Hollingbourne Mill, or as it is
called in the 1874 edition, Old Mill, when William Taylor was miller.

In Kelly's Homes Counties Court and Trades Directory, 1852, p. 1095,
the millers of Hollingbourne are listed as:

Boucher T
Dawson R
Nye
Nye H .
Boucher was at Grove Mill and the other three millers were at

Hollingbourne Manor, Eyhorne Corn, and Old Mill. According to
Munkton, Directory for Maidstone and the Neighbouring Villages, 1854,
Richard Ashbe and John Bunyar, were at Moat Hole Mill. Other
Hollingbourne millers are listed as:

John Bunyar
Edmund Franks
Fremlin Brothers
William Hadley.
I t  is odd that none of these names occur in Kelly's 1852 list.
Igglesden, writing in 1908, says that the Old Mill was then grinding

C000a.86
In various Kelly's Directories the last few occupiers of the mill are

listed:
1895 George Stephen Kingsnorth, Mote Hole Mill.
1907 Medway Milling Co.
1913 Weller, Edward.
84 Bagshaw. p. 186.
66 Post Office Directory (1855), p. 409.
86 Igglesden, Saunter Through Kent (1908), 8.
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Kelly's 1922 edition makes no mention of  the mill and i t  was
probably abandoned by that date. Our next reference comes from
William Coles Finch when he visited the site in 192887 and wrote with
his inimitable pen:

'All is a sylvan paradise as of yore, save that the house and mill
present a sorry spectacle. The mi l l -wheel is idle, the mil l-race
choked with water plants and coarse growths. The ivy is claiming
the fine old house and running riot over it. A few of the upper rooms
shelter a poor family, the basement being entirely deserted and
sadly neglected, in sharp contrast to the days when the wealthy
miller lived there and the valley re-echoed with the mirth and
laughter of its contented inhabitants.

'The mill, a huge five-storey erection, once busy night and day
with the ceaseless work and rumble of six pairs of millstones, is
now silent in decay. Not a window is intact and the near apple
trees thrust their trusses of pink and white blossom into the very
openings, as i f  to cover the scars neglect and decay have made.
I  could find no one to grant permission to enter the old mill, no
one had a care for it, not even to adjust the weir. When the winter
floods came, the pond overflowed and cut a gully and thus gained
the mill-race, moving the wheel in spasmodic jerks, which, as i t
slowly revolved, dragged round the rusty shaft and gearing, and
such stones as were still attached. Later, someone—for safety or
mischief—hurled a baulk of timber into the gearing, causing it  to
cease revolving. I t  looks, therefore, as i f  it will never move again.'
One year later Coles Finch returned to photograph the interior of

the mill:88
'Inside the mil l  the desolation was a  more intensely pathetic
sight. In one long row were six pairs of idle millstones, with all the
paraphernalia used in the milling industry. A l l  the three floors
above were filled with lumber o f  every kind, and i t  was with
difficulty that a camera could be set up. The windows, chocked
with trusses of ivy, admitted but a feeble light. Several more large
millstones were reclining against the walls in  various stages of
preparation for a task they will never again perform.'
Unfortunately the photographs Coles Finch obtained have been

lost. A few years ago desolation was completed, for the crumbling mill
was demolished to leave only the foundations. The water still takes
both courses unchecked—the waste, the northern branch, has no
adjustment save jammed boards.

87 Finch, Life in Rural England.
88 Finch, Watermills and Windmills.
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The wheel has long gone and the water pours over the apron and
thunders into the stream below. From the remains the wheel was clearly
an overshot of 12 ft. diameter and about 7 ft. wide.

FULLING MILL
I t  is recorded that Daniel de Crevequer gave the mill of Brudescam

to the Priory of St. Nicholas of Leeds in his will:89
rinspeximus and confirmation of the following charters in favour
of the prior and canons of Leeds. . .
4a. A charter, whereby the said Daniel gave with his body to the
church o f  St. Nicholas, Leeds, i n  frank almoin, the  mi l l  o f
Brudescam . . .

'Witnesses, Gilbert de Sancto Lethegaro, Ralph his son, Fulk
Peiforer, Master Roger, William de Richeburgh, Robert Prat,
Miles, Thomas son of Rocelin.'—/Ifonasticon, vi, 217.
From the gift deed it was no doubt a corn mill. Daniel de Crevequer

died in 117790 so the reference to Brudescam ante-dates his death.
Sometime previous to the seventeenth century when the next

evidence occurs the mill changed from corn milling to fulling. The
establishment of the Wealden cloth industry and the related fulling
mills in the area occurred in the fifteenth century. Perhaps i t  is no
coincidence that the existing mill house was built in that same century.
The Priory was dissolved in 1539 and as far as we know retained owner-
ship until the end.

A title deed dated 1628 includes:91
'between Thomas Fludd of Millgate and Ralphe Buffkin Esq. and
Mary Fludd Wyddowe on the one parte and William Cage of
Lincolns Time in the Countie of Middx., . . .

And all the messuage and tenement and the fullinge Mill called
Buscombe Mill with the ponds waters watercourses Shopp Barnes
Stables . . . adjoining or belonging. . . the said Thomas ffludd did
lately purchase to me and my heires of William Allabaster, Doctor
of Divinity and Katherine his wife my mother . .
The second document in the set dated 1689 includes:

'between William Cage of Milgate . . . and Henry Harrison of
London and Elizabeth his wife one of the sisters of the said William
Cage. . . all those fulling mills called Buscombe Mills with the
ponds and water to the same . . . now in the occupation of William
Tompkin and now or late in the occupation of Bob Potter.'

99 Calendar of Charter Rolls, 2 Henry I I I —Edward I  (1285), 300, 12th June,
membrane 22.

9° Kent  Records, Medieval Kentish Society, xvi i i  (1964), 12.
91 KAO U373 T63.
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Two well-executed maps o f  William Cage's estate92 show the
position of Fulling Mill. The earliest dated 1692 includes in its schedule
'several parcels of land belonging to the Fullers mill in the occupation
of Bob Potter' which the map shows. The mill itself is shown, almost
indiscernable, as a building astride the stream. The later map o f
1707 shows the mill very clearly.
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92 Maidstone Museum, Maps of William Cage's Estate (1692, 1707).
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In the earlier schedule the positions of the old and new pole fields
are shown, always to be found close to a fulling mill.

Andrews' map of 1769 shows Fulling Mill. I t  is marked simply
'Mill' showing that water-power was still employed at that date.

Edward Hasted writing in 1798" says of the Len:
'and having received into i t  the several small streamlets from

Hollingboume, and one from the opposite side, which comes from
Leeds Abbey, it flows on, and at a small distance from Caring Street,
in this parish,. . . it turns a mill, and then goes on to Maidstone.'
Together with his map, this writing pin-points Fulling Mill. Appar-

ently the mill was still working though what task i t  was performing
is unknown.

Greenwood's map of 1822°4 shows 'Shilling Mill' at this site. This
name does not occur again and its origin is unknown.

By 1847 the mill appears to have ceased working, for in Bagshaw's
Directory95 there is no mention of a miller or Fulling Mill at all. In the
later half of the nineteenth century a William Betts, classified as
farmer and hop grower, resided in Fulling Mill farm."

Fulling Mill Farm is surely the most picturesque of all the Len sites.
The farm buildings are screened behind trees on the banks and the
old timbered farmhouse with its white-washed walls and lemon-painted
woodwork completes the secluded valley. The bridle-path to Leeds
village crosses the bridge, passes the farmhouse then meanders up to the
orchards overlooking the valley. The mill-pond holds no water now and
it is just a marshy depression skirted by rushes even though it was dug
out before the Second World War to make a duck-pond. The mill-race
can still be traced from the Len way upstream as a narrow ditch.

Although the eighteenth-century maps showing Fulling Mill have
two distinct streams below the mill, one the Len, the other the mill-race,
only one exists now. A t  its very best, the mill-pond's head of water
could not have served an overshot—unless i t  stood in backwater
most probably a breast wheel sufficed. The wheel must have stood
very close to the bridle-path for the mill house itself apparently stood
astride the bridge. All that is left of the mill is part of a stone foundation
which can be seen beside the river bank.

The owners of the Old Mill House, Mr. and. Mrs. Birchenough,
very kindly allowed Mr. Grove, Curator of  Maidstone Museum, to
look around and date its erection. A n  easily gained lof t  quickly
produced a fifteenth-century origin.

93 Edward Heated, The History and Topographical Survey of  the County o f
Kent, v, 478.

95 Greenwood's Map of Kent
95 Bagshaw. p. 198.
96 Post Office Directory (1874).
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BALLARD'S MILL
There is no doubt that this mill site was recorded in the Domesday

Survey T u m e h a m  1 mi l l .  . .' for the parish o f  Thurnham only
touches the river for some hundred yards.

All the documentary evidence of this mill may be found in a collec-
tion of title deeds, conveyances and bonds in Kent Archives" concerning
a mill at Thurnham between 1624 and 1828.

The earliest conveyance dated 30th September, 1624, includes
'two Come mills with the implements. . . one millpond. . . fludgates,
watercourses'. In the same year a bond of 29th July mentions 'Edmund
Chamber de Thurnham, miller'. Although undoubtedly the miller of
this mill, some doubt as to his residence arises as an extract from
Canterbury Marriage Licences gives Edmund Chambers, miller, o f
Berstead consenting to a marriage on 11th June, 1624.98

On 10th November, 1635, a conveyance from Ellis Ellis of Otham
to William Cage of 1V1illgate includes:

. . all tenements . . . late in occupation of Matthew Chambers . . .
two come mills and one fullinge mill wyEh the ymplements and
waterfalls into the said mills.'
The two corn mills mentioned almost certainly means two sets of

millstones although the appearance o f  fulling stocks may have
warranted a separate water-wheel to allow corn milling and the beating
of cloth to occur at the same time. I f  that was so, a separate building
no doubt housed the stocks with the wheel close by the corn mill wheel,
the plural of waterfall perhaps giving a clue. Perhaps the mill had been
converted from fulling to corn milling just prior to this date.

The next significant document in the collection, a feoffment from
Cecilia Cage, widow, to William Barber dated 30th September, 1685,
includes:

. . . one messuage or tenement late in the tenure or occupation of
John Bovis and formerly in the occupation of Matthew Chambers,
One Come Mi l l .  .  one hempplott and water courses . . . on the
out part of the roof. That part of the Forestall lying next the said
messuage as it is lately bound and marked out to be severed from
the other parts of three parcels of pasture and meadow land called
or known by their several names as the Bottoms, the Long Meadow
and the Spott of Ground next the Long Meadow on the other side
of the river one mill pond as it hath been formerly divided. . . lying
in. Leeds and Thurnham parishes . .
Fulling appears to have been discontinued by this date and a

hemp plot introduced on the site.
97 KAO 1782 T 31.
88 Canterbury Marriage Licences, ii, col. 218.
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The position of the mill and watercourses first appear on a map
dated 1707.° The mill building is shown as spanning the Len stream.
The map verifies the abandonment of fulling for the mill is marked
'Corn mill'.

The mill-race and its embankment is approximately 400 ft. long
and beside the mill i t  gains some 7 ft. above the surrounding land.
This height is not enough for an overshot wheel and so a breast wheel
must have existed. The waste, or overflow is shown by the south loop.
On the map no mill-pond can be seen, however, the meadows on the
south side of the Len are very susceptible to flooding in winter. Perhaps
a semi-permanent marshy area close by the mil l  was erroneously
called the mill-pond in the 1685 deed. I f  this was not the case, where
was the pond and more important what was its origin?

On 8th July, 1777, a Mr. Richard Barber, one of five grandchildren
named in the last will and testament of William Barber, late of Thurn-
ham miller, released to Mr. Richard Ballard the water corn mill, hemp
plot and mill-pond previously mentioned. Some change in ownership
seems to have occurred soon after, for two years later the property
is leased to a Mr. Barrett and his Trustee by Mr. John Barber; then on
the 10th June, 1788, i t  is back to Mr. Richard Ballard.

In the Poll for Kent, 1790, under Thurnham is Richard Ballard,
owner of a house and mill.

The mill appears to have remained Ballard's at least until approxi-
mately 1815 when it is clearly called Ballard's Mill on a map showing
the replacement of the old turnpike road with the new Maidstone to
Bearsted road.

I  am informed by Mr. Blinkhom of Otham, that Ballard's Mill was
pulled down sometime just before 1829 and replaced by Thurnham
Mill some distance further downstream. The watercourse of the old
mill was extended to the new site and a small water turbine was built
on the old site. Its ruins may be found today in a corrugated iron clad
shed in the quiet marshy valley.

J. K. Wallenberg in his book The Place Names of Kent suggests
the word Milgate to be derived from the old English `mylen' or 'mill'
plus `geat', i.e. gate. The name Milgate seems to have been de Melegate
throughout the thirteenth century and Melgate in the fourteenth.

THITRNHAM MILL
Thurnham Mil l  is a  short distance from the busy Maidstone-

Ashford road, beside a quiet country road leading to Otham. Passers-by
often stop to look and photograph its grey weatherboard, the broken
wheel and the waterfall amid the trees.

99 KAO U82 P12, Map of Lands in Bearsted and Thurnham by  John Watts,
1746 copy by Thomas Hogben.
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The mill was built in the 1820s on a piece of land called Byfrance

in the Millgate estate by the Cage family. Thumham Mill was more or
less a replacement for Ballard's Mill which was pulled down when the
new mill was built. Ballard's mill-race was extended some 200 yards
to get the height required for the overshot wheel erected on the site.
Blue clay, dug from pits still visible in the meadows near by, was used
to line the new watercourse.

On completion the mill was leased to Robert Blinkhorn for 14 years.
A counterpart lease dated 6th March, 1829,100 between Miss Fanny Cage,
Miss 'Sophia Cage and Robert Blinkhorn includes in  its schedule:

'a nine feet waterwheel ten feet wide with iron arms and brackets—
a cast iron waterwheel shaft . . . a seven feet cast iron pit wheel
with wooden cogs . . . a cast iron wailer wheel. . . a six feet cast
iron spur wheel with wooden cogs. . . an oak hurst . . . four spouts
. . . four stone nuts. . . one pair of four foot French stones, one
pair of three foot six inches ditto, also one pair each of Peak stones
four foot and three foot six inches. . . a five feet cast iron crown
wheel with wooden cogs . . . a stage and eight corn and meal bins
in the roof of the mill.'
On the quiet sunny afternoon we visited Thurnham Mill, its owner,

Mr. R. P. Blinkhorn, kindly showed us over the structure. His family
had been millers for generations and their name is to be repeatedly
found in association with milling in the district. Mr. Blinkhorn spoke at
length of the mill, and it was from him that most of our information
was gained. The mill obviously had many pleasant associations for
him, and he recalled memories of his boyhood spent there at a time
when the mill was always hard at work. The present wheel, which
replaced an identical one after World War I, last turned during the
Second World War when the cast-iron wheel shaft broke. Shortly
after this Mr. Blinkhorn bought the mill from the owners of Milgate
Park, in whose hands it had always been. Most of the easily removable
cast-iron work had already been sold for scrap, even the mill bits that
had served the stones.

The building has three storeys, the ground floor, the stone floor,
and the top one which was used to house the bins in which the grain
was stored. Very little remains of the corn milling that once took place
inside. When we entered the gloomy interior we were forced to keep
our heads low to avoid the proliferous spiders' webs hanging in billows
from the first-floor beams. Mr. Blinkhorn showed us where the drive
shaft used to come up through the floor from the cog pit which had
long been boarded over. The cast-iron pit wheel was still in the pit
but all the other gears had gone. The wailer had applewood cogs and

KAO U373 T63.
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was mounted on a cast-iron shaft that was curiously encased by two
very long split oak sleeves bound by iron hoops. These sleeves are
still in the mill. The spur wheel engaged four cast-iron stone nuts and
tentering was done by the `spoutman'—a term used by Mr. Blinkhom
which is not to be found in any milling books—who adjusted a coarse-
screw thread that raised the stone shaft pivots on the bridge trees.
The bridge trees had been removed from their mountings and are now
propped in a dark corner.

The stone floor, reached by steep wooden steps, was being used as
a hay store at the time of our visit. There are four pairs of stones, all
Derby Peak according to Mr. Blinkhorn, and two of them could just
be seen beneath the bales of hay. They are about 4 ft. diameter and
approximately 8 in. thick with the bed stones set almost flush with
the floor.

While we relaxed against the bales, conversation turned to the
days when the mill had been in regular use. To start the mill, the sluice
gates at the waste would be closed to divert the water over the wheel,
the brake would be taken off and the stones lifted; then very slowly,
with a noise like an express train, the gears would turn. When the
stones were running—each weighed about a ton—the building had a
definite movement, pronounced in the loft. The mill had last been
used to grind meal, but Mr. Blinkhorn remembered a flour plant,
bolting, dressing machinery, etc., sold long ago. He also recalled
some hardship years ago when the miller at Old Mill, next up the valley,
would purposely hold the water during most of the day and release it
during darkness, necessitating night work at Thurnham Mill!

Going out into the bright sunshine Mr. Blinkhom pointed to the
silent wheel and told us that the Len had a high chalk content that
necessitated periodic cleaning-off and that as long as the wheel was
wet i t  did not deteriorate. When, however, the main shaft broke, the
metal was quickly decayed by the rain water and i t  is now in a
crumbling state.

The names of the past occupiers are not all known, although the
following have been recorded.

J. Blinkhom, 1852 [Ref. Kelly's Homes Counties Court and Trades
Directory, 1852].

John Blinkhom, 1874,101 miller, hop and fruit grower.
Marshall Brothers, 1930 and 1934.3-01a

ALDINGTON Mn
In 1086 there was a mill at Aldington, near Thurnham. The remains

of the manor are marked by Aklington Court Farm. Although I have not
101 Post Office Directory (1874), op. cit., p. 1772, 1331.
1018, Kelly's Directory of Kent (1930, 1934).
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had the opportunity to survey this small stream the water mill probably
stood beside the pond that can be seen on the Ordnance Survey maps
in the position 812573. This is the highest mill site in the valley, being
some 275 to 300 ft. above sea-level.

In the Kent Feet of Fines102 this mill is mentioned for the second
and last time. The reference is dated 1269-70 and reads:

Q. William s. of John de Cobeham. D. John de Cobeham; a mess.,
a carucate of land, 50 ac. of wood, a mill and 7 marks of rent in
Aldyngton, which Mary de Valoynes held of D. for her life, etc., etc.
Aldington Manor, although small, appears to have had its own

church which became appended to Combewell Priory, near Goudhurst,
during the reign of Henry I I .  During the last half of the fourteenth
century Aldington church became neglected and nomination of the
vicar lapsed on several occasions to  the Archbishop through the
indifference o f  the Prior. This state o f  affairs continued unt i l
Archbishop Warham annexed Aldington. to Thurnham.

Whether the manor and mill suffered a similar fate we do not
know. The condition of the church indicates that prosperity had long
since gone from the manor. No other reference to this mill has been
found so we are left to guess its fate.

THE COMB
In 1707 a survey covering part of Bearsted and Thurnham was

conducted. A copy of this map was made by Thomas Hogben in 1746
and is now in the Archives.102a

Included on the map is an estate indexed the 'Comb and Pond'.
The stream, running roughly south from Bearsted, had been dammed
to form a large pond with a house placed midway beside its western
flank. From the end of the pond the stream rounded a small oblong
sheet of water about the same size as the house, then passed on down
the valley to the Len. What the small sheet of water was is a guess—
perhaps a garden fishpond, but we cannot ignore the possibility that
a mill may have stood here. No Domesday mill needs accounting for
in this area anyway, Bearsted parish was apparently part of Thurnham
or Boxley.

Hasted writing in 1798 says:
'At a small distance westwards from Milgate, there is a good house,
called Combes, alias, Lower Milgate.'1°21
The new. Maidstone-Ashford turnpike, built in approximately 1815,

passed very close to the end of the pond, making i t  now impossible
102 Kent  Records, Calendar of Kent Feet of Fine8, xv, 359.102a KAO U82 P12.
102b Hasted, op, cit., 2nd series, v, 508.
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to reconstruct the lay of the land. Water still lies in the thickly-wooded
depression and many locals dislike its gloomy and eerie atmosphere.

OTHAM Mims
Not only does the lack of knowledge of these two mills warrant a

common writing, but also their continued joint ownership, during
their later lives, discourages separate identification.

In 1086 `Oteham' had one mill, and so it remained subject to our
ignorance, until 1545 when a fulling mill was built to join the existing
corn mill. By sheer coincidence the erection of this mill is recorded in
a 'household book' written by Thomas Hendley of Otham at various
times from 1529 to 1545:103

My Fullyng My11
Md. Bargened wt Gregory Jenkyn of  C(ra)nebroke Myllwryght
the viij day of January A° xxxvj R(eg) (is) p(re)d(ict)i of  & for
the makyng of A Ov(er)shott Fullyng Mill wt i j  whelys ev(er)y
whele to be vij Fote & A Hal f  ov(er) iij Stok(es) wt iij flodgages)
well grated before the gat(es) for savyng of Fyshe wt All man(er)
of Gutt(es) Framyng(es) &  A l l  other man(er) o f  thyng(es) &
buyldyng(es) belonging to the Occupacon of the said Gregory for
the seid Mill &  the seid Gregory to dygg the place wer the seid
Mill shall stand & the seyd Mill to be well & substan.cyally (and)
workemanlyke done made &  fynyshed before May day nextItComyng & the seid Gregory to have for hys labor x j

Inte(r) fol(iu)m

My Fullyng Mill Stone Wall
Md. Bargened wt John Dunnyng Mason for makyng of A Stone
wall behynd the Clay Wall of v foote thyck at the Bottom & ii j
foote thyck At the Topp to my Myll to be well & substancyally
made & layd wt lyme & Sand the lyme & Sand to be browght &
leyd ryght unto the bay At the only Cost(es) & Charges of me &
the sayd John to dygg the place to the fowndacon wher the wall
shall stond &  also shall dygg &  Cary Al l  the Stone that shall
s(er)ve for the seid wall And the seyd John to have for hys labor
for ev(er)y Rodd square of the seid wall xxx8 & the seid John to
lay NO good hewen Stone the Bottome of the flodgat(es) As the
Milwryght shall hytn Apoynt the seyd John to  have nothyng
for i t  in the p(re)sens of Thom(a)s Ellys &  John Mays xjm° die
Decembr(is) A° xxxvj Reg. Predicti.

It(e)m I  gave hym in Reward° .
103 The Household Book o f  Thomas Hendley o f  Otham. A  transcript b y

Mr. L. R. A. Grove in Maidstone Museum.
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Md. i f  the seid John At thend & fynyshyng of All the seyd wall
wyll say opon hys honeste that he is A loser the(n) I  must gyve
hym xld more in ev(er)y Rodd.

Md. Bargened wt Roper of Bersted Carpenter of & for the makyng
of A howse to Cov(er) my myll & to be of lenght wtin lx fotte &
wyde wtin xxti &  to be lofted &  garrated At  the South end wt
p(ar)tyoon in the Chamber & in the Kechyn w As many w-yndows
As shall nede & A loft to go owt of the hall into the My11 & p(ar)ticon
wt A loft for A Shopp over the north ende & to be gabeled at one
end. v l i v i i j 8 .

My Fullyng myll Barne & Stable
Md. Bargened wt—Roper o f  Bersted Carpenter the xth. day of
Apriell A° p(re)d(ict). R(eg)(is) p(re)d(ict)i of & for the makyng &
full settyng upp & Framing of Barne of xxx fott wyde wtin & xx
fote wyde wtin with a Cove at on(e) end for A Stable of the wydness
of the Barne to be well plankyd Mangerd & Racked the post(es)
of the bame to xiij fote long & the seyd Roper to hew saw & Frame
& sett i t  upp substancyally wt Al l  man(er) of  Dores 1 j 8  viijd.

My Chymney wt iiij fyers At my Fullyng Mill
Md. Bargened wt Lawnce to make my Chymney w i i i j  fyers ther
for xxxvjs viijd & A Oven of ij bushell(es). x x x v j s .  viijd.
S(u)m Tot(18) of All the Charges of Buyklyng of my Fullyng Myll
lxxxviijli v8 iijd.
And for lond whych I bought for it xjli.

Further information of the fulling mill and the corn mill are given at
various places in the book.
p. 4  A'xxxvijra° & xxxvii j" R(eg)(is) v i i j .

My Comemyll.
Md. Bargened with  l o n g l e y  Milwright for the new
tr(a)inyng* of my Cornemyll & he to have for the labor v II &
Gregory Jenkyn had of me xls before & dyed & the Stonework
Tyle & Tylers & yron ±  laborers As I  thynk Cost me xls.
(*? trimyng)

p. 193 A°  1583
My Fullyngmyll
Of Thom(a)s Sudger my Farm(er) . . .

p. 195 Fumes of my landes in the right of my wife at Christmas:
Anno 1583
Nich(o)las S. leger esquier for the Upper myll

p. 197 Will(ia)m Standley Miller by yere . . .
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p. 201 Copy of a bond for £1000 between Thomas Fludd of 1Viylgate
in the County of Kent, armiger, and Thomas Carrell mill(er)
and John Shelley, armiger 7 James I  16th May 1609. . .

That two water-wheels should have been constructed is very unusual
—they must have been placed back to back on a common shaft for the
valley in this region does not allow two successive overshot wheels
within a short distance—a fact indicated by their small diameter.
Seven and a half feet must surely be the minimum for an overshot
wheel, for this reason the mill wheel had to be made wide, so wide that
i t  was convenient to built i t  in two sections—thus the two wheels.

Three fulling stocks, each with a floodgate to control the water and
a grate to check the fish, were powered by the wheels. The mill house
was large for living quarters were made in the loft above the stocks.

The corn mill mentioned was very probably occupying the same
site as the one mentioned in the Domesday Survey some five centuries
previously.

Twice reference to the name o f  Sudger or Sedger is found in
Canterbury Marriage Licences.'" In  1610 William Sudger, o f  Leeds
millman, was the bridegroom and in  1620 Henry Sedger of Leeds,
fuller, was consentor to a marriage. No doubt they were relatives.

In 1637 the Licences also show that an Issac Allen, miller of Otham,
was married.105 Also recorded in 1682 was the name of George Waterman,
miller of Otham.1°6

The only other piece of information we have of the occupiers of
the mills in the seventeenth century is that William Sudger of Otham,
fuller, was married on 12th October, 1654.1" William was probably a
grandson of the original Thomas.

The corn mill stood beside the road from Bearsted to Otham Church
on the north bank of the Len where opposite now is a gravel mill.

From the seventeenth century our information of the two mills takes
the form of insurance policies, references to Rate Books and Parish
Registers—so many in fact that tabular form offers the best presentation.
Date
1715 William Keeble F i r s t  mention in Otham R.B.
1722 T o o k  Apprentice Isaac Jones.-°8
1723 I n s u r e d  paper and corn mills.109
1725 T o o k  Apprentice Henry Bishop.11°
1726 D i e d .  Registered as miller in R.B.

104 Canterbury Marriage Licences, i, col. 401; ii, col. 1002.
100 Idem, ii, col. I I .
106 Idem, iv, col. 602.
107 The Marriage Registers of Al l  Saints Church, Maidstone, 1542-1764, p. 58.
108 AGE. 9/161.
100 SEIP 80135, 18th Oct., 1723.
110 Clement Taylor Smythe, i.
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1727 William Hills

1742

1743

Thomas Pine
Alexander Mathison

1744 Robert Wilson &
Alex. Mathison

1756 Thomas Pine (elder)

1757
Thos., John & Simon Pine

1761

1764 Messrs. Pine
1765 Thos. Pine & Co.
1766 John Pine & Co.,

Simon Pine

1767 Thos. & John Pine

1769
1776
1779
1'790 Edward Pine

Thos. Pine

i n  SFIP 91037, 29th April, 1742.
112 SFIP 92874, 13th Oct., 1742.
118 SFIP 100250, 2nd Oct., 1744.
114 SFIP 151877, 8th April, 1756.
118 O.R.B.
118 Otham Parish Register.
117 SFIP 168605, 28th April, 1759.
118 Clement Taylor Smythe, i.
119 M.R.B.
12° Idem.
121 Idem.
122 SFIP 236628, 22nd Aug., 1766.
123 Clement Taylor Smythe, i.
124 I d e m .

128 Idem.
128 Kentish, Gazette.
127 Poll for Kent, 1790.
128 Idem.
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Mention i n  connection wi th the

mills Otham R.B. and Maidstone
R.B.

Last mentioned in R.B.'s.
Papermaker in Otham.111
Papermaker in Otham.112
Mentioned in  Otham and Maid-

stone R.B.'s.
Recorded as Stationer &  paper-

maker respectively."3
Recorded as papermaker in

Otham.114
In tenure of Henry Bishop.115
Died.11°
Recorded as papermakers in

Otham.117
Took Apprentice Thos. Chaid-

man.118
The tenants."9
The tenants.120
The tenants.121
Recorded a s  papermaker and

miller of Otham.122
Recorded as papermakers and took

an Apprentice John Dann.123
Took an Apprentice John Brown.124
Took an Apprentice John Britter.125
Paper mill for sale.128
Owned a mill in Otham.127
Owned a mill in Otham.128
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1792 Edward & Thos. Pine Tenants o f  a paper and a corn
naill.120

1801 Tenants o f  a paper and a corn
mill.13°

1806 Thos. Pine Tenant of mill.131
1807 John Pine Papermaker.132
1814 John Pine & Wm. Thomas Last recording in Apprentices

List.133
1815 Thos. Pine Last recording in Apprentices

List.'"
Much of the above table is from the work of Alfred Shorter.135
Sometime after 1719 and before 1723 the lower mill was converted

from fulling to papermaking; the upper mil l  continuing its task of
corn milling as various insurance policies testify. Harris writing in
1719136 says of the Len'. .  at Bersted i t  drives a fullingm il l '—this
was Otham fulling mill.

Andrews' map of 1769 shows a mill marked `Otham Mill' close to
Willington Street—the other mill is also indicated but with no name.137

From 1742 the Pine family maintained a continued interest in the
mills—in fact a confusion of family combinations exists and we will
probably never know the true owners or tenants.

In 1782, as the table relates, Otham Corn Mill was advertised for
letting in the Kentish Gazette, 22nd May to 25th May, thus:

To Be Let
And entered upon at Midsummer next,
A Convenient CORN-MILL, with two pair o f  stones; situated
in the parish o f  Otham, within two miles o f  Maidstone. For
particulars enquire of Mr. Edward Pine, of Otham Mill, who will
shew the premises; or of Mr. Thomas Pine, grocer, at Maidstone.
On at least three separate occasions, 1723, 1766 and 1792 both

mills had common owners. Obviously they continued so, for in Pigot's
Directory of 1824 under a list of millers and a separate list of paper-
makers is listed:

'Pine & Davis, Otham Mills'.
In 1815 a new turnpike was out from East Lane, Maidstone, to

123 SFIP 600885, 31st May, 1792.
133 SFIP 726430, 11th Dec., 1801.
131 O.R.B.
132 Maidstone Poll Book
133 Clement Taylor Smythe, i.
134 Idem.
133 Alfred Shorter, Paper Mi l ls  and Paper Makers i n  England 1495-1800.
'so John Harris, History of Kent (1719).
137 Andrews, Survey of Kent.
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Bearsted, close by Lord Rornney's estate. The surveyor showed several
mills in the valley including the water-mill next to Willington Street
noted as a paper mill.

According to the Maidstone Poll Book o f  1832 the Pines were
still at the mills:

John Green jnr. Papermaker Otham Mill
Thomas Pine Papermaker Otham.
The Poll conducted on 17th September, 1837, includes:
John Green sen. paper manufacturer Otham Mill.
John Green jun. paper manufacturer Otham.
In 1839, Otham Paper Mill was described thus [Ref. Topography

of Maidstone and its Environs, 1839. Museum copy, p. 103.]
`Oldborough Mill lies a little south of Madginford on the other side
of the road opposite the park.'
In the mid-nineteenth century Charles, Earl of Romney, owned the

Otham Mills, for in 1854 he released them with other property for
£1,250 t o  John Robert, Viscount Sydney and Peregrine Francis
East.138 Machinery, vats, engines, screws and presses were included
and the wills of John and Thomas Pine referred to.

The first series Ordnance Survey 6-in, map of 1855/6 shows some
interesting waterways for the two mills. Both mills are shown with
ponds and various watercourses. The mil l  higher up the stream is
marked paper mill and the lower mill is not called up.

In an 1854 directory [Munkton's Directory for Maidstone and
Neighbouring Villages, 1854] under Bearsted is recorded, Warren P., mill-
board manufacturer.

In Kelly's Kent Directory, 1859, page 643, is written:
'The river Len runs through this parish [Otham] north of the
Church, forming some large sheets o f  water, and turning the
extensive paper mills o f  Messrs. Hollingworth, Mr. P.  Warren,
and other mills in its course to the Medway.'
On page 614 is written, Warren, Peter, millboard and papermaker,

Bearsted Paper Mill.
Kelly's 1882 Directory of Kent, Surrey, and Sussex, p. 408, says that

the Len, i n  Otham, works the paper mi l l  belonging t o  Messrs.
Hollingworth. No mention is made of the higher mill.

A walk along Otham Road by the gravel mill shows great changes
in the area. The old mill-pond must have been filled in and is now part
of an orchard; likewise the main watercourse has disappeared though
the stream in the meadow still passes through the remains of a hatch-
gate in a concrete emplacement.

338 K A O L I N  T383.
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The 1898 Ordnance Survey map shows the lower paper mill and pond
but is marked disused. The upper mill was apparently no longer used
as well, for no mention of that is made.

In the grounds of the Old Mill House are the remains of Otham
Paper Mill. The mill-pond is now empty but living nearby are people
who can remember the pond full. I n  December when I  visited the
valley the swampy depression was covered with rotting leaves shed
by the young trees and shrubs. The Len now takes a sharp turn just
before the mill and i t  is difficult to decide which of the two water-
courses, the waste and mill water, was the original stream course
before the fulling mill was built.

Separating the mill remains from the empty pond is an impressive
causeway—perhaps built successively higher through the ages. The
fulling mill that we know was built here must have stood in the same
place as the paper mill. Included in the household book of Thomas
Hendley is an entry concerning the building of a clay and stone wall,
perhaps the foundation of the existing mill-dam.

The causeway passes over the mill intake and remains of the pen-
stock, guides and the cast-iron spindle are still in place. A curious
square vertical brick-lined shaft must have afforded an inspection of
the apron near to the penstock.

The water-wheel and all the machinery are gone, perhaps to satisfy
a World War effort. Standing by the penstock, looking towards the
dry end of the mill, the water-wheel is easily placed, for against the wall
around the barrel vault are the wheel marks. Its diameter was 16 ft.

The wheel width is not easily ascertained for the pit is half full
of miscellaneous rubbish placed by a previous owner ignorant of the
value of the ruins. Water passing through the penstock was taken
around the corner to impinge on the crest of the wheel. A plan of the
mill opposite shows this clearly. The width of the apron at the penstock
is 8 ft. and it is not unreasonable to assume the wheel width was close to
this figure. Unfortunately no trace of the shaft bearing block, which
stands in the centre of the pit beneath the debris, can be found, but
it is probably still there and may- come to light later to prove the
true width.

The cog pit is deep and fairly clear of  rubble. Its width may be
accounted by the pit wheel and the drive cogs to the beaters immedi-
ately above. Both beaters still lie close to their bases, although broken
by the move. Between them passed the main drive-shaft to the mill.

Earlier in its life, Otham Mill had a paperraaking machine. A large
stone floor area at one end of the mill marks its position, although
nothing remains to testify its foundation. Later, when the machine
was removed to Turkey Mil l  and Otham manufactured half-stuff,
two hand vats were built, and still remain, in one end of this area.
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To one side of the site is an original room much higher than the
remainder of the mill. Bricked-in arches in one wall beneath its floor
level inchoate a much lower floor now blocked off.

Throughout the ruins are innumerable water channels running amid
and beneath the stone floors, many of which have yet to be traced.
The mill water apparently passes beneath ground in the mill and comes
to view some distance away.

There is little doubt that these ruins are unique and we are very
lucky that Mr. Johnston owns the site, for he is slowly uncovering
and maintaining the ruins. At a later date, when the complex of founda-
tions and waterways are recovered i t  may be possible to reconstruct
the working of this early nineteenth-century paper mill.

POLE MILL
In Kent Archives there are four documents concerning Mote Mill

the original name of Pole Mill.130 The oldest, dated 11th April, 1518, is
a Lease for 30 years from 25th March, 1518, for the rent of 3 li 13s. 4d.
p.a. for the first 10 years and 3 l i  6s. 8d. p.a. for the last 20 years.
The lease was from Hugh Waram of the manor of Halyng, Croyden,
Surrey, gent., to John Alphne of Maidstone, shearman and the property
concerned, Mote Mill with a close on west side and close and pond on
north side, in Maidstone.

The conditions were that Hugh Waram would provide in the first
year: necessary timber for repairs, two gudgeons, two `peces callyd
Brass', and four `hopis that longythe to the throwe beme of the same
mill'; warrants John Alphne's right to use of  the common water-
course to the mill; reserves right to distrain goods of John Alphne
on non-payment of rent and to repossess if  the goods are insufficient;
John Alphne will undertake all necessary repairs; will pay all charges
against the King and the lord of the fee, and will be bound in 20 li to
observe conditions.

The `throwe beme' suggests fulling stocks. In the second document,
a lease dated 18th April, 1534/5, for 20 years from Michaelmas 1534
at a rent of 20s. p.a., between William Warham of Malshanger, Hamp-
shire and John Stenett of Maidstone, bladesmith, the property included
a Newe mylle stedyll'14° belonging to the manor of Mote with a house
built thereon, lands, two ponds, watercourse to and from the mill;
reasonable use of the lane on the west side of the land called Little
Hyefeld (belonging to  the manor o f  Mote) and to cross north end
of Little Hyefeld between the land and the mill (all in Maidstone).

1" KAO U593 T16.
140 English Dialect Dictionary, by Joseph Wright (1900); Steddle, Steddling,

Staddle--Obs. A wooden building standing upon legs or supports to raise i t  out
of the mud. To support, make steady. Bedsteddle
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The conditions included that William Warham will allow John

Stenett sufficient timber for necessary repairs, to be taken from the
wood belonging to the manor of Mote and to be felled and carried at
John Stenett's own cost; John Stenett will build a grindstone mill at
own cost; will keep in repair mill stedyll, house, watercourse and wheels;
has right to dig clay or loam from the loampit in Little Hyefeld, for
necessary repairs.

This second document suggests that some improvement had been
made to part or -whole of the old mill. That a grindstone mill had to be
set up separately inferred they were living above fulling stocks. This
mill may have had two wheels each fed from a separate pond, one
powering hinged stocks for 'scouring' [cleaning the cloth of superfluous
oil and grease] and the other vertical stampers, generally called falling
stocks, fo r  'milling' the cloth [ to promote felting and shrinking]
as was the normal arrangement in early fulling mills.

The third document dated 16th March, 1536/7, is particularly
interesting. I t  is an agreement from Thomas Hartrege of Maidstone,
tailor, to William Tylden of Maidstone, draper, for

'Two mills called mote mille and the nue mile with islands ponds
and streams; and the profits of two overshot mills William Tylden
will build in the stream.'
The conditions included that  Wil l iam Tylden would occupy

the premises until Thomas Hartrege had paid 34 l i and the costs of
building the new mills and necessary repairs to the old ones and will
hand over all leases of the mills to Thomas Hartrege on repossession.

This document suggests that the old mill did have two wheels and
processes which were supplemented with two new overshot 'mills'
which were to be built. I t  is most probable that these new wheels were
placed in 'parallel' with the existing, and not in series, i.e. arranged so
that they did not receive water from another wheel.

The fmal document of the set dated 30th May, 1538, is a lease for
40 years from Michaelmas 1537 for the rent of 12 Ii 2s. 8d. p.a., from
William Tylden of Maidstone, draper, to William Bassok of Maidstone,
fuller, and John Bassok of  Otham, miller. The description o f  the
property includes:

1̀1/lessuage and two water mills under one roof, called the motmyllys;
watercourse descending from Mote Place to the mills; t ime ponds
on the North East side of the river between the mills and megyn-
fordbrege, right to "reasonable and necessarie pendyng" o f  the
water and ponds; a close of meadowland on the West side of mills
and another, called Taynterfleld, on. North side; new mill stedyll
sometime belonging to the manor of mote, with a house built on it,
and four little tofts or islands on West side of stedyll; reasonable
use of the way between Maidstone and the mill over little Highfeld.'
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Conditions included that William Tylden con.venants to  repair
buildings and machinery and to scour and cleanse meadows, water-
courses and ditches. William and John Bassok to preserve the closures
and to avoid damage to property of William Warham's tenants beside
the way over Little Highfeld, and in the six acres of meadow between
the mills and the stone bridge called Ricebryge; to be responsible for
the Turryng, Sharpyng, Copsyng, Solyng knees, Daggshoos, SviTyppys,
Swyppepynnys and Cheynys' ; and to repair any damage done; and
to have the right to take fulling earth from any part of the property,
for the use of the mill.

According to the deed, beside the mill was a tenter field where the
fulled cloths were stretched on tenter hooks to dry in the wind and
sun. The mill site was specified as being between Madginford bridge
and Ryce bridge. Ryce bridge was probably close by the mill—perhaps
marked by the site of Pole Mill according to the First Edition Ordnance
Survey where two roads, one either side of the Len, approach each
other very closely.

The word swyppys appears to be a derivation of 'swipes' or 'sweeps',
which has a  strong connection with beating. The English Dialect
Dictionary141 gives one meaning of Dag(g) as to damp. Also Chambers'
says, Swipian is Old English for, 'to beat'.

During the next few years the mill changed name—perhaps a new
one was built on the same site or very close by, for in a single deed
dated 10th May, 1549, wherein Lord Cobham bought from the Crown
the site of Maidstone College and its domain lands,"2 there is included:

'six acres of land near Poll mill, in Maidstone'.
Improvement to the old mill may have gone hand-in-hand with a

new name. In another deed dated 1638143 it remains as Poll Mill. The
parties concerned are, Sir John Astley of Maidstone and Sir Norton
Knatchbull with the object of their interest:

'that fulling mi l l  commonly called Pollmill together wi th the
mill house, millpond, orchard garden . . . now or late in the tenure
or occupation of William Hardynge and Thomas Spa. . .
The three mill-ponds of a century previous have now become a

single pond, no doubt encompassing the three with a shape approaching
the existing lake.

In 1664 Sir Norton Knatchbull, M.P., sold Poll Mill to Sir John
Banks. I t  was then still a fulling mill and under lease to a widow Giles
for £.28 per annum. When Sir John Banks died in 1699 ownership
passed to his daughter, wife of Heneage Finch, later Earl of Aylesford.

141 /dem.
142 History of The College of AU Saints, Maidstone.
143 KAO U234 T21.
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From 1708 the mill was let to John Swinnock. In 1718 Lord Aylesford
paid him £300 to build—

'a good and substantial paper mill, with six troughs, a good and
sufficient pond or mill pond with floodgate etc.'144
However, shortly after these improvements were effected the Earl

died. I n  1727 Swinnock, papermaker, became bankrupt.145 Appar-
ently the transition from fuller to papermaker was not easy. William
Gill succeeded him and he too became bankrupt four years later in 1731.
From 1731 until 1756 the brothers William and Joseph Cordwell took
possession;145 i n  a  1748 rental fo r  the Aylesford Estates i s  a n
entry 'Joseph Cordwell for  a  paper mi l l  cal" Poll Mi l l  £75';14"
then Abraham Fearon held i t  until 1760/61 when he sold the lease
to Clement Taylor for £400. The property included one paper mill,
two cottages, one rag house, and one wagon lodge.

Clement Taylor died in  1776 and his son James continued a t
Pole Mill—after 1777 on a yearly tenancy.147 I n  June, 1785, James
Whatman obtained:

'all that Messuage or Tenement and Mill called Poll Mill, formerly
a fulling mill, and for some years past converted to a Paper mill,
with the several wheels, Engines, Implements, and Utensils thereto
belonging. . .)148
Apparently at this time the mill had two vats.
Sometime before 1793 Whatman decided to sell his three mills.

The transfer took some time but not unti l  1795 does the Boxley
Land Tax Assessments show that Pole Mill ownership had been trans-
ferred to Thomas Robert and Finch Hollingworth and William Balston.
They worked the mill until the dissolution of  their partnership in
1805 when the Hollingworths continued.

On the first series 1-in. Ordnance Survey the mill appears as 'Pole
Mills'.

In Pigot's Directory of 1824, under paper manufacturers, appears
Hollingworth Finch and Thomas attributed with Pole Mill among
others. Under paper mould makers there is Amouse, John of Pole Mill.

In the Maidstone Poll Book in the 1835 and 1838 elections, occur
the names, Joseph Rufus Winter, tailor, and William Winter, bleacher,
and their residence, Pole Mill, Boxley. No  mention of the mill is
made in later election lists.

144 KAO Aylesford MSS.
145 London Gazette, 26th Sept., 1727.
146 Boxley Rate Book, Nov., 1731.

SFIP 68183, 25th Sept., 1735.
SFIP 68686, 3rd Nov., 1735.

146a KAO 17234 A14.
147 Whatman Archives.
148 Thomas Balston, James Whatman, Father and Son.
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Shortly after this the mill was pulled down and the site flooded
when Mote Park lake was enlarged a little later. Now the local sailing
club course above the old mill-ponds.

TIIIMEY MILL
I t  is not surprising that Turkey Mill, prior to its well-known paper-

making life, was a fulling mill, for in the very grounds of the mill
itself—as elsewhere in Boxley parish—were valuable veins of fuller's
earth.

The earliest known reference to this mill occurs in a deed of June,
1629, in which Turkey Mill is described as:

'One dwelling house with the fulling mill thereunto adioyneinge
known by the name of Powle Mill with one barn one stable one
yard one garden one orchard one Mill pond one Osier bedd with the
appurtences.'149
Our next reference occurs in the Maidstone Records dated 1637150

and reads:
'From the upper end of the south side of East Lane to Powells
mill and Mrs. Nynnes house.'
Three years later i t  is known by another name, for a deed dated

1640161 between Symon Smythe of Tenterden and John Fletcher of
East Farleigh includes:

. . . water myll commonly called the Overloppe Mill . . . now in
the tenure or occupation of Thos. Tolherst.'
I t  was sold with 10 acres of land for £493. Ten years later the name

is back to its original form, for in a description of Maidstone Manor
of 1650 occurs:152

'two pieces of meadowe abutting to land late Withinbrook West
to John Richardson and Richard Fletcher North to a  way to
Powle Mill East to Moate lane South.'
In 1650 Thomas Tolherst at Overloppe was granted a fresh lease

for 21 years, however, he died before i t  expired. Upon his death the
tenure passed to his widow, Joane, and son Thomas.153

In this same year, John Fletcher conveyed the freehold to John
Cripps on his marriage to Fletcher's daughter. The mill was described
as a fulling mill, with a barn, one stable and a mill-pond, etc., in all
15 acres.

149 Stede Hi l l  muniments.
160 Burghmote Book 3.
161 KAO U289 T32.
163 Clement Taylor Smythe, i.
163 K A °  U289 T32/31. Deed dated 9th Sept., 1657.
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Sometime between the end of this lease in 1671 and 1693 this
fulling mill was converted to paper-making for it was mortgaged in the
latter year as a paper mill. The wooden hammers or stampers hitherto
employed on damp cloths, now macerated rags, ropes, sails and other
sources of vegetable fibre in preparation for making into paper.

I t  seems likely that the first papermaker tenant was George Gill of
Boxley; he certainly was associated with the mill in 1693, and in 1695 it
was leased to him at Christmas for 41 years by Dorothy Cripps, widow,
John and Nicholas Cripps. However, conversion may have taken place.'54
earlier, for Gill's name first appears in Boxley Parish Register in 1680.

Russell, writing in 1881,155 says that in 1719 there were two paper
mills on the Len:

'They had previously been fulling mills, and were adapted to the
requirements o f  the new manufacture by  George Gill. A t  one
white paper was made, at the other brown wrapping paper, the
river at the former turning three overshot wheels.'
This is Turkey Mill and the description comes from John Harris

when he visited the mill in 1719.1" He writes:
'Here (the Len) i t  turns three overshot wheels; o f  about 8 f t .
diameter, which moves the whole work; the Water Boards are
about two Feet and a half long, and the trough delivers a Stream
of Water of Six Inches Deep. 'Tis a very large work, and they
could easily make much greater quantities of Paper, i f  there were
demands accordingly. The Rags they use they have mostly from
straggling Persons, which bring them to the Mill; And some they
have from London. The Brown and White Brown Paper which
they make here is chiefly from old Ropes, Sails etc., and. . . fine
Rags. . . to make White Paper.'
Harris does not mention the two distinct mills that Russell relates,

but instead describes three overshot wheels as powering the entire
mill. Hasted in 1798 says157 'they were formerly used as fulling mills'—
meaning the wheels and their cogs, but it is doubtful that this was so.
Probably two of the wheels were added at the conversion.

To have three overshot waterwheels in such close proximity is
remarkable, but  upon closer examination a  simple explanation is
forthcoming. Their size was the minimum that efficiency and the
physical site would allow; the stream in the mill grounds could not
have allowed successive overshot wheels—only simultaneous—the water
being divided into thirds to serve each. Thus over three aprons 2 ft.
6 in. wide and 6 in. deep.

164 KAO U289 T32.
1" J.  M. Russell, History of Maidstone (1881).
I "  Op cit., i, 191.
1" Op cit., iv, 329.
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Each wheel very probably powered a  set o f  stampers—heavy
wooden mallets—via cogs and a 'cam shaft' which macerated the
rags, etc., in water-fed cavities. Turkey Mill was well sited, for:

`Mr. Gill. . . brought into his work a Collection of fine clear Water
from two of three Springs, which rise in a field adjoining to the

The duration o f  Mr. Gill's tenancy is not known, however, by
1716 he passed the remainder of  his lease to his son William who
insured the mill.159

William's venture was not a success for he was declared bankrupt
in 1729. His association with Turkey ceased in 1731 when his name
last appears in the Boxley Rate Book, and his estate, including a large
paper mill, was advertised for sale.'"

In 1732 the name William Cordwell is related to 'Gill's Mill' in
the Boxley Rate Book. His name disappears after 1734.

The next occupier was Richard Harris, papermaker of  Holing-
bourne, who must have been there sometime earlier than 1736 when he
insured the stock in the I n  1738 he bought old Turkey Mill and
proceeded to pull it down and to re-erect it. Before he completed the
task, Harris died. His will dated 22nd August, 1739, includes:

. . . all that now built messuage or tenement wherein I  now dwell
and the building intended for a paper mill at or near the place
where the old mill was which was called Turkey Mill.'
During 1740 Ann Harris married James Whatman and they went

to live at Turkey Court. The improvements to the mill continued; the
old pestle and mortars were no doubt displaced by the new Hollanders.

By the time of Whatman's death in 1759 considerable improve-
ments in output had been affected for there is strong evidence that
the paper mill had become the largest in the country. For the next
three years Ann Whatman controlled the mill, then James Whatman II
took over in accordance with his father's wishes.

A deed of exchange for the transfer of a willow bed from Lord
Romney to Mr. Whatman. dated 17th September, 1770, includes:

'All that piece or parcel of land or Ozier ground formerly a meadow
containing by estimation one acre. . . situate -lying and being in
the parish of Maidstone aforesaid at or near a certain fulling mill
heretofore called Powells mill and since Tolhersts and now a paper
mill formerly in the occupation of Joseph Cordwell and now of
Clement Taylor.,3.61.
158 John Harris.
159 SFIP 7379, 29th Oct., 1716.
16° Kentish Post and Canterbury News Letter, 8th March, 1731.
161 KAO U289 T29.
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In evidence of Whatman's enterprise it is significant that he invited
John Rennie—who was engaged to convert the Albion flour mills in
London t o  primarily a  cast-iron construction—to Turkey Afilijos
Rennie's report of October, 1787, unfortunately has not survived; i t
would have made a singular contribution to our knowledge of the mill's
machinery prior to steam conversion. In later correspondence, however,
an entry, 'To altering a Pit wheel pattern' tells us that water-power was
still employed on the site.

Whatman sold his three paper mills, Turkey, Poll and Loose and
retired in 1793. The new possessors were Finch and Thomas Robert
Hollingworth.

The first machine was put into Turkey in 1846 coincident with the
employment of steam-power. In 1848 the vats were abandoned, and a
second machine added ten years later. The third machine was taken from
Otham Paper Mill.

The last of the two Hollingworth brothers, Thomas Robert, died in
1824 and Turkey Mill passed to his sons Thomas and John. In  1889
it devolved to their nieces Mrs. F. E. Pitt and Lady George Gordon-
Lennox jointly.

Water-power was last employed at this mill approximately 1909.
Hollingworth (Turkey Mill) Ltd., still produces first-class papers under
the control of Major William Pitt.

CHRISTIAN'S MILL
The known history of this mill can begin conveniently with the

earliest date associated with it. An inscription on the building now
occupying the site says 'Fulling Mill House 1567'. We can only assume
that this was the date of its erection. No traces of the original building
or its watercourses remain, for I  can remember as a child playing
amid the steep wooded slopes there. Only the winding stream remains—
in fact very little could ever have been there, for the site can only have
offered a rather low head of water—certainly not an overshot wheel.

Our next reference to this mill occurs in a covenant to a lease for
Turkey Mill dated Christmas 1695.163

. . . that i f  i t  shall or doe happen that the owners or occupiers
of the Corn Mil l  next below the aforesaid paper mil l  towards
Maidstone . . . stopp or over penn the water in the Mill Stream . . .
and to raise the same to an unlawful height. .
The 'Corn Mill next below' Turkey Mill is Christian's Mill which had

obviously been converted from fulling to corn milling by this date.
Further evidence of this conversion is supplied by a deed dated the

162 James Whatman, Father and Son.
163 ICAO U289 T32.
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9th year of Queen Anne's reign, i.e. 1711.164 The parties concerned
being John Savage the Elder of Boughton Monchelsea and Anne his
wife of the first part, Thomas Porter of Sussex and Frances his wife
of the second part and William Pertis of Maidstone, miller, of the third
part. I t  continues:

.̀ . . demised to William Pertis all that one messuage or tenement
and Mills . . . called Christian Mills. . . heretofore in the occupation
of John Lamb miller and late in the occupation of George Overy
or of his assignes . .
I t  seems likely that the conversion took place sometime in the latter

half of the seventeenth century, for graph CML shows a considerable
number of fullers during the middle of the century. Unfortunately,
the licences do not include the name of the two millers mentioned
above, however, a George Lamb of Maidstone described as a mi ler
married in 1589.165 John Lamb may have been a relation.

From the word 'Mills' apparently at least two pairs of millstones
were in use.

A further deed of 1716166 confirms that William Pertis was still
in occupation; another of 1718 is a lease to a John Savage. In  1719
Pertis sold the mill to William Gill brewer, who in the next year on
19th July mortgaged it to Edward Faulkner, watchmaker.

Sometime before 1735 the mill was demolished by William Gill and
six tenements 'commonly called by the name of The Square' were
erected, for in that year he was declared bankrupt and his equities passed
to his creditor James Brooke. Why he removed Christian's Mill is not
known, but perhaps he hoped the six houses a more successful venture.

PADSOLE MILL
The origin of the word Padsole is indication of the earliest site.

Sole (soal)—a pond, or pool of water. Lewis says167 'A dirty pond of
standing water', and this i t  probably was in its original signification
being derived from Anglo-Saxon sol, mud, mire.

Until the reign of Henry VIII  this mill was one of two in Maidstone
belonging to Christ Church, Canterbury. All early references to the mill
take the form of leases made by various Archbishops of Canterbury.

The earliest known lease related to this mill, for 21 years, was
granted the 18th year of Richard I I  (1395) by Archbishop Courtenay
to William Walbelton. and Richard Haute.168

104 KAO 13289 T33.
106 Canterbury Marriage Licences, i, col. 256.
100 KAO U289 T32.
101 John Lewis, History and Antiquities, as well Ecclesiastical as Civil, of the

Isle of Tenet (Thanet) in  Kent, 2nd edition, London, 1736.
148 Cathedral Library, S.f. 20.
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Two references to Padsole Mill may be found in the Calendar of
the Demesne Leases made by Archbishop Warham, 1503-32.169 The
first reads in English:

'10 October 1518. Lease to Peter Sawnderson of Maidstone, fuller, of a
mill called Padesoldmyll in the parish of Maidstone, as William Elvet
used to have it, for 20 years at £5.6.8. p.a. The Archbishop's officers
shall have the right to enter the mill to see if  repairs are necessary,
and repairs are to be done within a month of notice given to do them. '17°
'10 January 1525. Lease to Walter Herenden of Maidstone, gentle-
man, o f  the fulling-mill o f  Padsolemyll Maidstone, with all the
houses, mill-dams and ditches, for 4 years at £5.6.8. The farmer
shall be allowed to build a corn mill to grynd come withall within
the roffe of the said myll house or without, next adioynying to
to the same house, so as the seid fulling myll and comemyll may
be inclosed, annexed and adioyn.ed together upon the seid water,
provided it does not harm the annual farm of the other corn mill
the lord has in the town.'171
The suggested addition of a corn mill is interesting. I f  the farmer's

roof could take the weight of a pair of millstones and gear—well over
a ton with feeding bins and grain—it must surely have been cheaper
than to make a new trundle head and mountings under a new extension.
Very little harm would be done to the other mill in the town (which we
will come to later), far more surely to this same mill, unless the stones
were used when the stocks were silent as was most likely. Perhaps the
millstones were small and intended only for domestic purposes and
not a commercial undertaking.

Part of a rent roll of Maidstone Manor dated 1510 is in the Lambeth
Palace Library.172 Among the tenants is one who lived at Padsholemill.

In the year 1537, about the time of the Dissolution, Archbishop
Cranmer exchanged with Henry V I I I  the manor o f  Maidstone, in-
cluding two mills, for lands elsewhere in the county.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the Crown sold Maid-
stone College and its domain lands to George Brooke, Lord Cobham
for the sum of £1,081 18s. id.

A deed dated 13th June, 1550, from Edward IV to Sir Thomas Wyatt
the Younger includes the Manor o f  Oldborough, the Archbishop's
Park, and:

. . . also all that our fulling mill called Paddesmyll .  and also
all our lands called Fullersmeade, Upper Salteland & Nethersalte-
land and a parcel of land at the end of the great bridge . .
169 Dean and Chapter of Canterbury, MSS. Register T.
17° Idem, fo. 164, 41, p. 279.
171 Idem, fo. 323, v125, p. 292.
172 Op. cit., 219.
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The lands were stated as being lately in the possession of Sir
Thomas Wyatt the Elder and the See of Canterbury.173

A survey of Maidstone Manor made in 1650174 reads:
'It so remained (the property of the Crown) til l the reign of King
James who granted the same to the City of London. I t  was then
conveyed to the Countess of Winchelsea, and by descent came to
Heneage, now Earl of Winchelsea . .
In 1608, however, James appeared to possess only one Maidstone

mill called Paddle le My11.176 This could be a derivation of Padde's
fulling mill.

In a Probate Register of Canterbury176 the mill is mentioned in the
will of Thomas Knatchbull dated 1623:

'I the said Thomas Knatchbull have lately purchased to me and
my heirs and assigns for ever (in fee farms) . . lands tenants. . .
appurtenances called or known by the name of Padsoll Mill . .
The property passed to his wife Eleanor.
In 1650 Padsole was held by Sir William Collpeper.177 I t  had

apparently been converted, for it was stated as being then a corn Daiil.178
With the local cloth trade diminishing, perhaps those fulling mills
closer to the Weald and supplies of fuller's earth survived longer—
especially those of Otham and Leeds parishes.

In Kent Archives among a set of deeds related to various properties
are two documents mentioning Padsole M i l l "  The first is a Copy of a
Settlement of Real Estate on the marriage of a Mr. John Mumford, Jr.,
with Miss E. Nash dated 15th April, 1779. I t  includes:

'All tha t  mil l ,  millhouse, streams, lands and hereditaments
commonly called or known by the name of Padsole Mil l .  .  late
in the tenure or occupation of Dansie Sawkins and now of John
Green. .  together with all  Buildings, Stables, Yards, Gardens,
Backside Ways. . . Watercourses, Dams, Wares, Flood Gates,
Flood Hatches etc.. .
A further conveyance of the estates amid the Mumford family

dated 22nd June, 1785, including Padsole Mill specifies John Green
again as occupant.

According to Russell the mill fell into a dilapidated condition in
the later part of the eighteenth century. The Maidstone Journal of
1792 advertises the sale of the mill's gear:

173 History of The College of All Saints, Maidstone.
174 Clement Taylor Smythe, i.
1" Lansdowne MSS., op. cit.
1" KAO PRO 32/45/375.
177 J. M. Russell, History of Maidstone.
1" C. T.  Smythe MSS., 1, The Manor of Maidstone, 1650.
17/7 KAO U120 T90.
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December 4. 1792.
TO BE SOLD

At the Mill late Mr. Greens
Several pair of  French Stones; one dressing mill; two l i f t  jacks;
a catch machine and tackle; a wheat machine and tackle, six flour
shovels, several mill bills, four spindles, four pairs of  horns, one
under shot water wheel and gut, shafts with gudgeons, hoops and
brass to ditto, spur nuts to ditto, master cog wheel to ditto; one
tun, two hoppers and troughs; one overshot water wheel, shaft
with gudgeons, hoopsand brass to ditto, master cog wheel to ditto,
spur nut to ditto; one upright shaft, with gudgeons, hoop and brass,
spur wheel to ditto, two nuts to ditto; a water wheel, two shafts
and cog wheel, iron and brass to ditto; a gut to the two overshots,
two hursts with bridge-trees and carriages, one round tun, one
square ditto, with sundries.
Enquire of Mr. Smyth, Mill Lane or of Mr. Hollingworth, High St.
Following the sale of milling equipment Padsole Mill was converted

to papermaking by James Smyth in 1795/6 who was partner in the
firm of Smyth and Hollingworth. Smyth continued participation for
a short while only, for he disposed of his share to Thomas Robert.
This is probably the share advertised for sale i n  the Maidstone
Journal, 23rd January, 1798:

Sales by Auction by Green & Son.
29th February at Star Inn, Maidstone.

Lot 2. A  Moiety or Half Part of a Freehold Ground Rent of 70L
per Annum, issuing out of a Capital Paper Mill called
Padsole-Mill, and the several Messuages or Tenements,
Raghouses, Storehouses, and other buildings. . . .

Apparently Clement Taylor purchased this share, for on 3rd April,
1798, the Maidstone Journal advertised for sale, by  order o f  the
Assignee of Mr. Clement Taylor, a bankrupt, several properties, including
a moiety of a freehold ground rent of 70L issuing out of . . . Padsole
Mill.

In 1799 John Wise and John Hayes gained ownership; Thomas
Robert and Finch Hollingworth moved to greener pastures, purchasing
Turkey Mill from James Whatman.

The Rate Books for 1805 give Mr. Wise only and in 1810, the firm
Stacey Wise & Co.

The graph on the following page gives the rates for Padsole Mill
throughout the eighteenth century. When the conversion from milling
to papermaking was made the rates were increased to a surprising level.
Later, by 1800, the figure was revised and made comparable to Church
Mills.
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FIG. 9.

From the Rate Books for 1690 to 1790 the following names have
been gleaned as the occupiers of the mill. They are given in chrono-
logical order:

Thomas Hoad
Daniel Purlis
Benjamin Grigson
John Reeve
William Purlis
John Green
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Brown's Map of  Maidstone dated 1821, an extract o f  which is
included in this study, shows Padsole Mill amid some peculiar water-
ways, probably attributable to papermaking requirements.18°

Mr. L. R. A. Grove, Curator of Maidstone Museum, has in his posses •
sion a rather attractive painting of this mill. Its date is unknown, but it
was probably executed soon after the conversion to papermaking.

In Pigot's 1824 Directory, in a list of paper manufacturers, appears,
Wise and Brenehley, Pads-sole-Mill.181 I n  Pigot's 1840 Directory the
occupier was Edmund Shaw, papermaker.

Apparently in 1840 the mill was taken over by a firm producing
paper from a new fibre but the venture was unsuccessful.182 In 1871
Padsole was demolished after a period of abandonment and rebuilt as a
flour mill by William Taylor. He renamed the mill, for in a Directory of
1874 is, Taylor William, Lenworth & West Kent Steam Mills.183

Kelly's Directory for 1907 surprisingly states, Taylor William & Co.,
office 69 Bank St., &  Lenworth & Bridge Wharf Mills, and indexed
steam and water power! Furthermore, in later editions, 1922 and 1930,
it is registered water power only! I f  accepting the earlier steam and
water combination i t  seems very unlikely that steam power was
discontinued later. When i t  last employed water power is unknown.

The mill was owned for some time by Messrs. Bradley Taylor &
Youngman Ltd., Corn Merchants o f  Maidstone, but  i t  is now the
property of Len Ltd., Furniture Manufacturers.

CHURCH MILLS
In the Domesday Survey i t  is written that in Meddestane there

were six mills, the Archbishop of Canterbury holding five of them.
Prior to the Dissolution, 1536-39, the Archbishop apparently held only
two mills, Padsole and Church Mill in Mill Lane.

In the Calendar o f  the Demesne Leases made by  Archbishop
Warham (1503-32) already referred to there includes the following:

`p. 273. (14) (fo. 131) 13 November 1515. Lease to Helen Redmayne,
widow, and Thomas Cowper of the site of two water-mills called
Maidstone Mill by the gate of Maidstone Manor, with the pond,
ditches and all appurtenances, including the suits and services
of the Archbishops tenants who by custom ought to grind their
grain a t  these mills, for  twenty years a t  £7 6s. 8d. p.a. The
Archbishop shall do repairs and distrain the tenants to do their
customary scouring o f  the ditches, and he  shall keep any
amercements and fines thus accruing.'
18° Map of Maidstone 1821 by Brown & Son. In Maidstone Museum. See Fig. 10.
181 Pigot, Directory of Kent (1824).
182 A. Dykes Spicer, The Paper Trade (1907).
188 Post Office Directory (1874), op. cit., ii, 1772.
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Early writers have a habit of referring to pairs of millstones as
mills—even water-mills—which is very misleading to archaeologists.
The above case is clarified by the 'Maidstone Mill' being singular, and
the Padsole reference which includes 'the other corn mill the lord has
in the town'.

According to the reference, the Archbishop held only one mill in Mill
Lane, but later there were two distinct mills called the Church Mills.

Documents in the possession of Maidstone Corporation describing
a division of wards dated 17th October, 1593, mention:

'To Mr. Edward Maplisdin, from the mills in Millane on the weste
side their and so downe the highestreate on that side and so under
the clifte on both sides and the great Brige.'184
The following extract from a Burghmote Book also mentions a

mill in the La31e:185
'Rem ther is a common Prevye or place o f  retrait uppon the
milbaye adjoining to the stables and houses of Mr. Batherst ther,
sometimes Francis Kelshams, which prevey is and ought to (be)
common for all people and for that purpose layed forth and made
open and common in lieu of an auncient and common prevye some-
times standinge neere the myll ther in Myllane and from thence
removed and taken awaye by Richard Barham in his lyfe tyme.'
Following the Crown's acquisition of  Maidstone Manor in  1537,

the tenants of the mills are unknown for some time. Several people
were granted various parts of the Manor, but none of these grants
mention the mills. The only light we receive in this dark period is
that in 1653 John Crispe Senior was a miller in 'Mile Lane'.186

Our next reference is a very interesting deed dated 1683 between
Thomas Knatchbull the older and 'John Knatchbull, oldest son of
Norton Knatchbull and Thomas Knatchbull, nephew o f  Thomas
Knatchbull the elder. I t  reads :187

'And all that messuage and the ancient rooms with the water
mill therein standing situated at the south end of the mills called
Church Mills and under a room wherein Katherine Rogers widow
now doth inhabite and the Corn mills to the said messuage belonging
and therewithall used or enjoyed (that is to say) One Water Mill
and one Malt Mill. . . at the Millbay at the lower end of a certain
street there called Mill Land late in the occupation of John Grigson
Miller and now in the occupation of James Gilbert or his assignees.
. . . And all that slaughter house . .

184 MESS K. S. Martin, Records of Maidstone (1926), 31.
188 Idem, 55. Burghmote Book 2 (1563-1642).
188 Clement Taylor Smythe, i, 92. Burghmote and Council Material.
187 KAO 13274 T20.
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Apparently the water-mill underneath the occupied room was very
ancient and no longer in use. Another document in the collection gives
further evidence. I t  refers to:

. . a messuage and mill at the south end of the Church Mills
together with a meadow called Pole field and a Garden then called
the Island and formerly the Artichoke garden, all near the Mill
Bay at the lower end of Mill lane in Maidstone.'
I t  would seem that the Pole field mentioned was the one allied to

Padsole Fulling Mill, although apparently nearer Hill Lane.
In 1745 Maidstone Rate Book refers to two separate mills in the

Lane. One was rated at £8 6s. 8d. per year to Daniel Love, the other at
£16 13s. 4d. to William Purlis—a good indication that the smaller mill
had one set of stones and the larger several.

An indenture dated 30th March, 1752,188 describes the mills of
Mill Lane. In  this indenture Richard Wattel of Harrietsham, let to
William Purlis of Maidstone, miller:

'All that messuage in which William Purlis now dwelleth and all
that Mill-house and Water Corn Mills adjoining And also all that
Granary over the house and the hogstye in the Island And also
all that messuage commonly called Rawlings Tenement and the
Millhouse and Mills commonly called the Lit t le Church Mills
adjoining to the said last mentioned Tenement being near the
aforesaid Mills and the Granary and Little Stable under it which
. . . late were used by Daniel Howe and the ground where the said
Daniel Howe's Hogg and Haystack usually stood at or near Mill
Lane and the Water Flash house Waggon Lodge Al l  the Stables
and Hay lofts over the same together with all manner of Houses
Stables Outbuildings etc. . . lying in Maidstone in or near a certain
Street or Lane commonly called Mill Lane and near to a place
there called the Cowyard now or late in the occupation of William
Purlis and Daniel Howe.'
I t  is very fortunate that with the deed is an 'Inventory of Mill

Tackling belonging to Mr. Purlis at the Church Mills', which includes:
'In the Mill next the Church One Water Wheele which drives the
Bolting Mills with Cogg Wheels Shafts Brasses and Gudgeons
Pillows Sleepers Also foar Bolting Mills and Spouts Gears Ropes
Brasses and Screws thereunto belonging. Also one Wind Fann
with all the Brasses Wheeles Spindles Bridge Tree and Binn under
it and scry belonging to the same. Also one pair of French Mill
Stones one Trough one Tunn one Ladder one Spout one Bunn
and Shoe belonging to the same. Also three large Birms or Hoppers
belonging to the Bolting Mills and one pair of  Trundle Heads
188 KAO U415 T30.
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which drive the Stones. Also five wheat Binns with the Linings of
the same One Lifting Jack One Counter Wheele Ropes and Pullies
belonging to the same and one Sack Cart.'
In the other Mill:
'Two pair of French Mill Stones one pair of Peaks two Spindles
two Maddocks and two Brass Steps belonging to the same. Also
two Meal Troughs, three Ladders three Tunns three Hoppers
three Shoes and three Calls belonging to the same. Also three
Bolting Mills and Shafts Brasses and Gudgeons Bridge Trees and
Spouts two Counter Wheeles and other small Tackling or Gear
thereunto belonging. Also one Wind Farm Binn and Scry Brasses
and other Tackling belonging to the same. Three pair of Trundle
Heads which drive the stones. Also the Partitions and Linings of
the Flour and Meal Pestries nine Wheat Binns two long Series
one short one three Iron Cranes and a Sack Cart.'
Two separate mills are described, one being considerably more

productive than the other. I t  is more than conjecture that the former
mill marked the superior site, the mill nearest the Church being Little
Church Mill.

Referring to the Survey of Maidstone by Brown &  Son in 1821
shows several buildings adjacent to the head of the mill-pond. The
block parallel and next to the lane was known to be a mill, as future
evidence shows. I t  marks without doubt, the superior position, abreast
the stream, and furthermore, the manner in which it restricts the road
width points to a long-standing existence.

The Maidstone Rate Books from 1668 give occupiers of the Mill
Lane Mills and their rates. Throughout the period the rates generally
increased. Up to mid-eighteenth century the rates for all Maidstone
mills were quite unsettled, however, after a gap in the records the
Church Mill rates remained fairly static at a high level until the 1820s.

The names related to the mills, in chronological order, between
approximately 1670 and 1815 are as follows:

John Grigson
Robert Gilbert
James Appleton
William Purlis
Daniel Love
Richard Mercer

Among the Clement Taylor Smythe manuscripts in the Museum is
material for a history of Maidstone written in 1832.189 I t  relates:

The Len divides at the Little Bridge (Gabriels Hill) into two streams
by which it flows into the mill bay of Mr. Mercers flour mill. The
189 Op. cit.,
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south one is a watercourse of modern excavation made 70 or 80
years ago to draw the water off more quickly from above the
Little Bridge and prevent floods there which used to come into the
lower part of the brewhouse. The said 11/Iillbay is a large sheet of
water covering 1/ acres and was much improved by Mr. Mercer's
late father. . . at the bottom of the street and lane is the mill
house, mill and premises of Messrs. Mercer.'
Although Richard Mercer's father is credited with enlarging the

mill-pond the Rates would point to William Purlis as the improver.
The graph giving the rates shows a great rise between 1745 and 1770
probably attributable to the new cut mentioned, together with en-
largement of the mill-pond.

Only one mill is mentioned above. Probably Little Church Mill with its
single stone was abandoned or acquired by the owner of the larger mill.
In a Directory of 1803190 under Maidstone Trades is Mercer Thos. miller.

Looking to Brown's map, the original 'waste' employed prior to
1850-60 between Gabriel's Hill and Mill Lane must have followed close
to the southern side of the island with the building and terminated
alongside the 'three tiered' building. Then the new southern out was
made and later Mr. Mercer Senior enlarged the pond, gained in storage
and perhaps some small increase in head of water.

In a printed version of the material for the History of Maidstone,
the writer, speaking of Mr. Mercer's Mill, added:

'It has been reported to me that the inhabitants of Maidstone took
some privilege respecting the grinding of their meal at this mill, but
for this I do not remember to have met with any written authority.'
An interesting relic of manorial soke rights.
I t  is odd that a mill should stand on the waste of another, but this

was so in the case of Little Church Mill. Common ownership certainly
seems to have prevailed and may have been necessary, for work in
the smaller mill was very dependent on the excess water from the larger,
particularly in summer.

In Pigot's Directory of Kent, 1824, the millers of Mill Lane were
John and Thomas Mercer. By  1839, however, the Mercers took a
partner, for in a book of that year the names Mercer & Parton'appear as
millers.191 The name Mill Lane also changes to Street.

Bagshaw's Directory of 1847 gives Mercer & Parton, but the Post
Office Directory of 1855/61 states Parton, H.  &  J. K .  only. A later
version of the Directory dated 1874 gives Parton & Page,

In the 1895 Kelly's Directory the only millers that could have been
in Mill Lane are West & Wright, Town Wharf, High St. & Iguanadon

190 W.  Finch, Kent Di/rectory (1803).
191 James Phippen, Topography of Maidstone (1839).
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Mills. However, the mills may have been disused by this date for in
1902 the old half-timbered Mill House and Corn Mill were demolished
to allow the widening of the Street]."

APPENDIX I

Including material that is not applicable to  a  specific mill  by
ignorance or generality.

THE MAIDSTONE MILLS
According to an indenture made on the 30th November, 1537,

Archbishop Cranmer exchanged with Henry VII I  the Manor of Maid-
stone and its domain lands for lands elsewhere in  the country.'"
King Henry then leased the Maidstone Mills' to William Sheldon.194
They are recorded as being five in number, namely, two wheat mills,
one malt mill, two fulling mills and two potchers.195 The potchers
mentioned are part of the fulling process as we know it but comprise
a separate operation.

CANTERBURY AND MAIDSTONE MARRIAGE LICENCES
Following a close examination of the printed Marriage Licences of

Canterbury and Maidstone, the graph on page 37 was constructed. Each
index represents a person in one of the stated occupations. A l l  the
names appear in an appendix to the study. Obviously, not all the
millers and fullers, etc., that practised in the valley are mentioned.

I t  is not clear what the term `millman' meant. In the three parishes
where they occur in any number they all disappear by mid-seventeenth
century. At  Leeds they seem to be simply mill assistants because the
four mills appear to continue in operation throughout the centmy.
For this particular parish I scanned the registers for the licence holders.
From the information I gained there were clearly four mills in operation
at two distinct periods, one approximately 1615 the other 1668. A t
both times three of the mills were adapted to fulling.

For Loose parish the function of  the millman appears different
unless more mills were in action in the second half of the century.
Maidstone, where by far the greatest number of these entries occur,
does not hold a clear answer. So, for the purpose of attempting to

192 Arch. Cant., xxv, 254.
193 J .  M. Russell, op. cit., 89.
194 Exch. Dep. Mich., 41 and 42 Eliz., no. 11.
195 English Dialect Dictionary. Potch—to beat clothes i n  washing w i th  a

wooden instrument. To  do work in a liquid or semi-liquid substance in a dirty
awkward manner. Hence potching.
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establish the number of mills operating in each parish, I  have ignored
the entries of the millmen.

A Fine dated 1247/8 mentions a  mil l  i n  Maidstone,'" though
which is unknown:

'between William son of Herbert and Richard son o f  Herbert;
2 acres of land and the third part of a mill in Maydestane'.

There is also an entry concerning Harrietsham197 dated 1254/5:
'between William de Vyane and Roger son of Ralph de Musewell.
10 acres of land, the moiety of a mill. .

In a Calendar of the Public Records there is written:198
'John Pympe seized of a watermill in Maidstone.'

In the Clement Taylor Smythe MSS. at Maidstone Museum there
is written, 'A Certificate of Commissioners of the value of the Lands
etc., belonging to The College of All Saints in Maidstone' .199 It  is stated
as being extracted from Original Rolls in the Augmentation Office,
12th April, 1832. Included is the following extract translated from
Latin:

.̀ . . and with a fuller mill there of  /in one building possessed by
Georgie Peynde given 23rd of December in the 23rd year of King
Henry 8th (i.e. 1532) paying 40/- for 18 years.'
The College was a separate property within the Maidstone Manor.

This same mill is mentioned in a grant to Sir George Brooke of a part
of College property made in 1551:299

'And all that our fulling mill, and our one parcel of land containing
by estimation a n  acre .  .  .  now or late in the occupation of
George Pyend situate, lying and being in Maydestane . .  .  late
belonging to  the College o f  A l l  Saints a t  Maydestane. Dated
29th Feb. 5 Edward 6th.'
The writer is at present examining the history of the Loose and

Boxley water-mills. There is evidence to suggest this fulling mill was
at Tovil, near Maidstone.

There is a record of a lawsuit of 1313-14, probably in the Public
Record Office telling of the proposed building of three corn water-mills
under one roof that were to be built in Maidstone."' Apparently the

196 Kent Records, Calendar of Kent Peet of Pines, xv (1956), 201.
197 Idem, 262.
198 Calendar of Inquisitions Post Mortem, i, Henry V I I  (1486-1497), 551.
1" Clement Taylor Smythe,
2°D History of The College of All Saints, Maidstone, op. cit., 56.
" I  Kenneth C. Reid, Watermills and the Landscape, Booklet No. 6 in the

series published by The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, p. 13.
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Domesday entry Modem name No. of Total Rent Holder of Mills
Mills

Meddestane Maidstone 5 36s. 8d. Archbishop
1 5s. Od. Archbishop's Knights

Boselev Bosley 3 36s. 8d. Bishop of  Bayeux
Oteham Otham 1 5s. Od. Bishop of Bayeux
Turneham Thurnharn 1 6s. Od.. Bishop of Bayeux
Audintone Aldington 1 4s. 2d. Bishop of Bayeux
Esledes Leeds 5 17s. Od. Villeins
Brunfelle Broomfield 1 6s. 8d. Bishop of Bayeux
Hoilingeborde Hollingboume 2 not given Archbishop's Monks
Ahmitone Elnothington 2 i 17s. Od. Archbishop's Monks
Oleeumbe Icombe 1 4s. Od. Archbishop's 'Knights
Hariardesham Harrietsham 2 us. 6d. Bishop of  Bayeux
Fereburne Pairbourne 2 40s. Od. Bishop of Bayeux

parties who were to have built the mill and provide materials failed to
co-operate. The outcome was that a Roger Lewkenor had to pay some
twenty marks to the owner John Buckland.

DOMESDAY SURVEY
Very few references are made in the Domesday Survey as to the

use the mills were put to, indeed, that they were water-mills is largely
assumed from their obvious proximity to water. There is evidence
that animal power mills were in use, and later, references to windmills
become more frequent.

In Kent, or as it is written, Chenth, the mill rents were paid mainly
in money though some were paid in eels and, rarely, corn. All the Len
Valley Manors having mills are listed below.

The moiety of a mill given in Alnoitone Manor is clearly indicative
of incompleteness, for the other part owner is not given.

I t  is clear from the few medieval references to corn mills that we
have, that the ancients had a habit of calling a pair of millstones a mill.
Are the Domesday references synonymous with mil l  sites or not?
There is a strong indication from the survey that each water-mill
only had one pair of stones. I f  technology had advanced to allow
two pairs of stones per water-wheel this would show in the number of
mills per manor. As an example, i f  half the water-wheels powered
two sets of stones, then about three-quarters of all the manors should
have had an even number of mills recorded. I n  fact, less than one-
third of the manors have an even number of mills and nearly 60 per
cent of the manors only have one mill. In  other words, there is no
evidence of two mills per water-wheel, so we may assume that the mills
were synonymous with sites. A t  this period the increase in demand
for milling was still supplied by building more mills; but little improve-
ment was seen in the mills' output—quantitatively or qualitatively.
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The Domesday mill rents vary considerably in Kent. Approxi-
mately 50 per cent of the mills had rents under 10s., 25 per cent from
10s. to 20s., 10 per cent from 20s. to 30s. and 5 per cent from 30s.
to 40s. For the remaining 10 per cent the rents are not given.

Within common ownership, i t  is fairly certain that the value of
a mill in rent, was directly proportional to productivity which in
turn was determined by the power potential of the site and its proximity
to population. Unfortunately i t  has not been possible to relate the
difference in the 1086 rents with the value of the mil l  sites, mainly
because there are too few individual Domesday mills whose 1086
landscape properties are known.

In the valley, Fereburne Mills had the highest rents, about three
times the average, and yet the smallest population. Obviously their
custom came from outside the manor and included those ranks of
society not bound to employ the manorial mill. Some mills may have
specialized in grinding barley for malt and this may have gained
customers over a large area. I f  specialization was practised, about a
quarter of the mills could have been producing malt.202

APPENDIX I I

EXTRACTS FROM THE MARRIAGE REGISTERS OF ALL SAINTS,
MAIDSTONEM

p. 35 1612. John Thomas, myller, Margaret Moore.
p. 36 28th Sept., 1613. Robert Everden, millman, and Dorathie Wollet.
p. 38 13th Nov., 1616. Thomas Ffowle, millman, to Katherin Baseden.
p. 39 14th Aug., 1617. Thomas Jones, millman., t o  Ann °halides,

virgin.
29th Jan., 1617. Walter Bassocke, milman, to Amye Bacon.

p. 40 17th Nov., 1618. Richard Ward, miller, to Aymis Harder.
p. 57 7th Mar., 1654. Alexander Brown, fuller, and Elizabeth Peene,

of this parish.
p. 58 12th Oct., 1654. Phillip Hardes, ffuller, and Ann Carr, widow.

12th Oct., 1654. William Sudger, o f  Othara, fuller, and Eliz.
Danett, of Marden.

24th Oct., 1654. Richard Wilson, of Boxley, fuller, and Mary Cobb
of Boxley widow.

202 Based on a daily consumption of 1 gallon of ale per head as suggested by
L. F.  Salzman in English Industries of  the Middle Ages, Oxford (1923), giving
some l b .  of  malt per head as compared to l b .  of flour per head, allowing that
malt requires far less grinding than flour.

2°3 The Marriage .Registers o f  the Parish Church of  A l l  Saints, Maidstone,
1542-1754 (1901).
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p. 61 26th June, 1655. William Rogers, fuller, and Katherine Lane.
p. 62 24th Jan., 1655. John Kingsnod, miller, and Margaret Ffuson of

Boxley.
p. 68 29th May, 1658. Samuel' Poyle, fuller, and Elizabeth Read.
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Name Pariah Occupation Date Function Ref.
Isaac Allen Otham miller 28th Feb., 1637 Bridegroom. wdwr. 2/11
John Austen Maidstone miller 16th Aug., 1679 Bridegroom 4/20
Percival Austen Ulcombe miller 1st June, 1669 Bridegroom 3/16
Richard Austen Maidstone fuller 19th Mar., 1666 Bridegroom 3/16
John Baker Ulcombe miller 27th Sept., 1682 4/26
Richard Barnes Maidstone millman 2nd Feb., 1610 Bridegroom 1/29
Wil l iam Basden Maidstone fuller 27th Jan., 1618 Bridegroom 1/33
Will iam Baseden Bexley fuller 10th Feb., 1676 Bridegroom 3/29
Clement Bassocke Loose fuller 6th Mar., 1599 Bridegroom 1/33
Philip Bassocke Loose fuller Feb. 1662 3/29
Philip Bassocke Loose fuller Oct., 1665 3/29
Wil l iam Bassocke Loose millman 28th Nov., 1628 Consenter 2/607
John Boreman Maidstone miller 1st Apri l ,  1676 Bridegroom 3/52
John Carey Maidstone miller 20th Feb., 1631 Bridegroom 2/181
Reginald Carter Leeds millman 24th Aug., 1624 Consentor 2/83
Walter Carter Leeds millman 30th Sept., 1614 Bridegroom 1/80
Edmund Chambers Berstead miller 11th June, 1624 Consenter 2/218
Walter Cooke Leeds millman 27th Dec., 1642 Bridegroom 2/232
Wil l iam Couchman Loose millman 25th Oct., 1621 Bridegroom 2/241
Wil l iam Dan Leeds fuller 12th Apr i l ,  1640 Bondsman 2/1038
Will iam Daynes Thurnham miller 19th Apr i l ,  1670 Bridegroom 3/127
John Evans Loose fuller 15th Mar., 1624 Bridegroom 2/328
Stephen Fowle Maidstone fuller 19th Jan., 1634 Bridegroom 2/363
Stephen Fowle Maidstone fuller 19th Jan., 1634 Bondsman 2/1031
Thomas Fowle Maidstone miller 31st Aug., 1672 Bridegroom 3/162
Wil l iam Geery Boxley fuller 8th June, 1633 Consentor 2/466
Robert Gilbert Maidstone miller 12th Sept., 1688 Bridegroom 4/230
Wil l iam Gilbert Leeds miller 19th Aug., 1616 Bridegroom 1/170
Wil l iam Gilbert Leeds miller 5th Apri l ,  1666 Consentor 3/297
Henry Hi l ls Harrietsham fuller 26th June, 1682 4/285
Thomas Hoade Maidstone miller 6th Mar., 1674 Bridegroom. wdwr. 3/227
Thomas Hoad Maidstone miller 4th Feb., 1681 Bridegroom 4/287
Thomas Hughes Maidstone mileman 14th Oct., 1605 Bridegroom 1/225
Wil l iam Joanes Bexley millman 9th Sept., 1611 Bridegroom 1/240
Andrew Jones Maidstone miller 10th Feb., 1629 Bridegroom 2/559
George Joy Maidstone miller 20th Feb., 1631 Testificator 2/181
George Lamb Maidstone millman 19th Sept., 1589 Bridegroom 1/256
Wil l iam Lane Maidstone fuller 1667 3/487
Wil l iam Lane, Stir. Loose fuller 10th Aug., 1674 Bondsman 3/283
Wil l iam Lane, Jnr. Loose fuller 10th Aug., 1674 Bridegroom 3/283
Henry Lanes Loose millman 6th Feb., 1623 2/918
Stephen Menet°loe Maidstone papermaker 26th May, 1683 4/377
Henry Maplisden Maidstone fuller 19th May, 1684 4/379
Robert Maplisden Maidstone fuller 19th Ju ly,  1687 Bondsman 4/193
Stephen Maxfield
Henry May

Maidstone
Loose

millman
millman

29th July, 1626
6th Aug., 1599

Bridegroom
Bridegroom

2/658
1/281

John Nicholson Loose miller 24th July,  1632 Testificator 2/1048
Thomas Norton Harrietsham miller 6th Aug., 1695 4/422
Arthur  Norwood
John Omanden

Harrietsham
Maidstone

miller
millman

4th May, 1603
14th June, 1608

Bridegroom
Bridegroom

1/306
1/309

Stephen Ower Maidstone fuller 27th Jan., 1631 Bridegroom 2/726
John Peckham Leeds fuller 12th Sept., 1670 Bridegroom. wdwr. 3/345
Richard Parson Harrietsham fuller 29th Jan., 1628 Bridegroom 2/747
John Peene
Richard Peene
Wil l iam Pett i t
Wil l iam Polly

Leeds
Leeds
Ulcombe
Bexley

fuller
fuller
m i l e r
fuller

13th May, 1620
13th June, 1666
20th June, 1612
10th Aug., 1609

Consenter

Bridegroom
Bridegroom

2/379
3/355
1/327
1/334

George Powell
Thomas Powell
Daniel Ricard
Henry Ridgeway
John Rogers
John Rogers
John Sanders
George Savill
Richard Seeger
Henry Sedger
Wil l iam Sharpe

Hollingbourne
Maidstone
Maidstone
Leeds
Leeds
Leeds
Loose
Maidstone
Leeds
Leeds
Maidstone
Hollingbourne
Harrietsham
Maidstone
Maidstone
Maidstone
Maidstone
Maidstone
Leeds
Loose
Leeds
Ulcombe
Leeds
Bexley
Loose
Maidstone
Otham

miller
it-Ullman
miller
millman
fuller
fuller
millman
millman
millman
fuller
miller
miller
miller
millman
millman
millman
inillman
fuller
fuller
fuller
millman
miller
inillman
fuller
miller
fuller
miller

26th June, 1615
3rd June, 1614
6th Apri l ,  1689
29th July. 1627
19th March, 1666
4th Dec., 1666
12th March, 1621
28th Jan., 1610
31st Mar., 1628
8th Aug., 1620
11th June, 1628
23rd Mar., 1674
20th June, 1667
16th July,  1641
28th Nov., 1603
4th Aug., 1610
2nd June, 1618
6th Feb., 1623
4th Dec., 1666
23rd Mar., 1677
29th Jan., 1610
13th Mar., 1673
30th Sept., 1614
31st Mar., 1635
25th July, 1695
8th Nov., 1624
7th Oct., 1682

Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Testificator
Bondsman
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Consenter
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Testificator
Bridegroom
Bondsman
Bridegroom
Bondsman
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bridegroom
Bondsman
Consenter
Bondsman
Bridegroom

1/336
1/337
4/484
2/837
3/16
3/436
2/863
1/366
2/874
2/1002
2/881
3/416
3/257
2/902
1/46
1/384
1/321
2/918
3/436
4/546
1/401

1/80
2/146
4/610
2/1031
4/602

Simon Short
Christopher Shorte
Henry Smith
George Somner
George Somner
George Somner
Wil l iam Sorry
Thomas Sparke
Thomas Springate
Wil l iam Sudger
Thomas Sylliborne
Clement Tailer
Thomas Tolherst
Joseph Tupeny
Richard Ward
George Waterman

EXTRACTS FROM THE CANTERBURY MARRIAGE LICENCES
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